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CITY STICKER TIME— Murray City derk JO Crass places the first Murray
city sticker of 1978 on a city vehicle, marking the start of city sticker sales in
Murray. Stickers cost SU& and ate required onryehicles owned and driven
;by persons living in Murray or on vehicles that are driven to jobs in Murray.
Stickers can be purchased at Murray City Hall.
4

In Our 99th Year

Two Are Charged With
Burglaries This Weekend
Two county men face third degree
burglary charges in connection 'Mel-weekend burglaries-- It Seven -Seas
Restaurant and Tucker Television in
Murray.
.
. In a combined Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and Murray City
Police investigation, authorities
Monday_ charged David Ernst, 23,
Route 5, Murray, and Scotty Nolin,
South L. P. Miller Street, Murray, with
two counts each of third degree
burglary.
Both men face a May 5 Calloway
County District Court preliminary
hearing date, according to court officials.
Additionally, Nolin was charged
today with carrying a concealed deadly
weapon and wanton endangerment in
the second degree, in connection with
an earlier incident, according to the
sheriff's department.
spokesman for
According to
Calloway County,Sheriff's Department,
both Elliot and Nolin are charged with
the early Saturday morning burglary
attempt at Tucker Television, and of a
burglary at Seven Seas Restaurant,
alsa Saturday morning.
Nothing was reported missing in the
Tucker Television burglary, but Seven
Seas reportes steaks, fish and other
items missing in that burglary.
Sheriff's deputies said authorities
had a license number of an auto spotted
at the Tucker burglary attempt.
Deputies later linked Elliot and Nolin to
the license through the aid of Hazel
Police Chief Bobby Holmes, deputies
said.
A March 20 sentencing date is set for
21-year-old Timothy Wood, Route 6,
Murray, after he pleaded guilty Monday to possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia and
third degree assault.
Calloway County Sheriff's deputies
arrested Wood Friday and acting on a
search warrant confiscated 33
marijuana plants, a small container of

seed, drug paraphernalia and small
ecintaliter of What authorities Indentiffed as niarijuana.
According to Distritt Court officials
Wood is slated to reappear in court
later this month for final sentencing.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Opponents of the Equal _ Right; •
Amendment have overcome two
months of parliamentary roadblocks in
the state Senate to push through a
resolution that would rescind Kentucky's 1972 ERA ratification.
Despite strong opposition by-Lt.-GovThelma Stovall, its presiding officer,
the Senate voted 23-15 Monday in favor
of rescinding and sent the controversial
issue to the House.
Last m Thihnts of
measure distributed to House members
materials including drawings, poetry
and pictures of lesbian lovemaking to
complain about the federal government's backing for the ERA and for last
October's International Women's Year
conference in Houston.
The ERA prohibits discrimination
based on sex and makes no reference to
sexual preference.
It has been approved by 35 stales
including Kentucky and must be
ratified by three more by March 22,
1979, to become part of the Constitution.
Three of the 35 states have since rescinded approval, but the legality of that
'move still is in question.
The Kentucky Legislature ratified
the ERA in 1972. The resolution to
rescind had been tied up in Senate
committees since it was introduced
Jan. 11.
The anti-ERA forces mustered the 20
votes needed to take the stalled
resolution away from the Elections and
Constitutional Amendments Committee
- last week.-but the issue again beetune
stalled in the Rules Committee, on
which Mrs. Stovall serves.
On Monday backers of the resolution
decided to tack the resolution onto one
that had already passed the House.
The move -caught opponents of
recission by surprise. An angry Mrs.
Stovall at first refused to. recognize the,
motion to suspend the rules to allow his,
amendment to a resolution relating to,
military service credits for 8state'
retirement systems:
The Senate overruled Mrs. Stovall
twice and beat down two other delaying
motions before finally approving the
amendment.

a purported cancer cure, appeared in
grave jeopardy Friday after being
recommitted to the Senate JudiciaryStatutes Committee for the third time.

Monday's move also apparently
„,sidesteps the House committee system
and delaying tactics there, since the
House will be asked only to concur in
the amendmentto its resolution.

But the measure's supporters
managed to get the committee to approve the bill Monday and said they
believe they are now just one vote short
of getting the Rules Committee to send
the bill to the floor for a vote.

Another emotional issue which appeared to have been killed in the Senate
- the-kgalization of Laetrile — also got
a second life Monday.
The bill to legalize the use of Laetrile,

Hope To Have Site By June

Official Reveals Timetable
For New Post Office Facility
"The city government is going to try
Parker property proves unsuitable
to assure the postal service that we will
(due to the drainage problem) would
work with them any way we can in
that preclude a new post office for
order to effect the construction of a new
Murray and he replied, "No sir."
post office in Murray," Henley added.
"All that would cause," Carbon said,
But the mayor was also critical of the
"would be that we would do a new study
e local post office is handling the
mway the
to see if there was anything else
another suitable site
'"At the same time we want to make it
Carbon said the postal service's
clear that we are not satisfied with the
for
facility
new
a
on
timetable
current
cutback in services which has been put
Murray calls for the site to be purinto affect at the local post office,"
chased bY 'June of this year and conHenley said. "We've had a number of
within
struction on the building to begin
complaints from local citizens about
15 months after acquisition.
-the level of service being furnished.
Parker had indicated to the council We've had a number of complaints
that USPS would not purchase the
from local citizens about their mad
Chestnut Street site if the drainage being shipped to Paducah and Evanproblem were not corrected.
sville for canceling which takes several
Some council members also ,ex- days and delays the mail being
pressed concern Thursday about the delivered.
post office being moved from the
"There are comber of local people
downtown area.
are unhappy with this situation and
who
contacted
Henley,
B.
Melvin
Mayor
to -point this out to the local
tried
we
- -this morning, said
and I think we ought to also
postmaster
the
down
turned
council
the
"After
the post office department
to
out
it
point
proposed drainage, project at 10th and
while at the same time doing
Chestnut and Payne streets., the
our power to encourage
property on Chestnut Street that the everything in
new post office within
post office had intended to acquire 'them to build a
retain these jobs
perhaps
and
Murray
the
by
taken
be
to
probably is not going
said.
Henley
community,"
the
in
post office.

By GF2sIE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
A new post office building for Murray
will stillhe a definite possibility even if
a site presently being considered
proves unsuitable, an official in the
United States Postal Service district
office in Louisville said today.
Miller Carbon, who is in charge of
real. estate in-the District USPS office,
said today in an exclusive interview
that the USPS currently has an option
on ''apiece of property from the Parker
family."
The site presently beinikeonsidered
fronin Chestnut Street and is located
about 300feet west of the intersection of
10th and Chetfint. The property is
owned by Mrs. Birdie Parker.
The Murray Comnfon Council
Thursday night denied_ a proposal to
correct a drainage problem on the site
about which USPS had expressed a
concern.- • -'
John Parker, who is negotiating with
USPS for the sale of the property, told
the council Thursday night that the
postal service would build a new
facility on the site if "we get the water
off of it."
Carbon was asked this morning if the

today's index

Conservation GroupHonors Students,Others
Calloway County Conservation
District has named eight county
students essay and poster winners, and
has cited the work of county farmers
and others in conservation work. .
In the annual Calloway County
Conservation District awards banquet
Monday night, Murray State University
Director of Alumni Affairs Mancil
Vinson stressed a total conservation
program between various wings of
government,farmers and Murray State
University.
Randy Lee McCalfon, a Calloway
County High student, was named the
first place county essay winner and
Todd Ross, Murray Middle School
Student, was named the county first
place winner in a conservation post
contest.
The conservation district named two
county farmers, Joe Faughn of Benton
and Tom Scruggs of Route 1, Hazel,
master conservationists. The district
honored Bobby Allen, principal at East
Calloway, Rep. Kenny Imes, and
William Rice, Route 1, Hazel, for
conservation related work.

School conservation essay winners
included McCallon, who won first place
overall and at Calloway County High,
Tonya Pridemore. the overall second
place winner and school winner at
'North Calloway, Donna Coles, the
winner at southwest and Vincent Hill
Alton, the winner at East Elementary..
Jerry Ainley,„Principal at Calloway
County High, presented the awards and
told those attending the banquet, "The
wise use of our . natural resources is
important to every Calloway Countian.
The conservation essay contest is one
means of teaching our youth the ifnportance of conserving these natural
resources."
The subject of this year's conservation poster contest was "Fish and
Wildlife Management—Its Value to
Me," and was sponsored by the
Louisville Courier-Journal, Kentucky
Department of Education and Calloway
County Conservation district. With
Todd Ross winning first place overall
and Murray Middle, Terry Cunningham won second place and won at
East Elementary. Michelle Hope -Ford

'land. Gentlemen, on behalf of the
District, I want to congratulate you for
a job well done and present you these
Master Conservationist Awards."
The Outstanding Cooperator Award
is sponsored each year by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company and the
Calloway County Conservation District.

won first place for North Elementary
and Gaye Martin won first at Soouthwest elementary.
Randall Patterson, president of Dees
Bank at Hazel. told those attending the
banquet." The Master Conservationist
Award is presented by the District to
pay tribute, to landowners who are
concerned about the quality of our
environment and practice conservation
on their farms. A Master Conservationist is one who realizes the
value of the good earth and know that if
we do not take care of it today, it will be
gone tommorrow. A Master Conservationist knows that conservation
does not cost, but it pays because he has
not let his top .soil work away. This year
we are presenting two Master Conservationists. They are: Joe Faughn
and Thomas Scruggs."
Patterson said of Faughn, who has a
farm in- Dexter, and Scruggs: "These
men cooperated with the district in
developing thier farm plans. They are
using their land wisely and have applied over 90 per cent of the 'conservation measures needed on their

Presented this year to William }lice,
the award is given to a landowner or
operator who has'. applied several
conservation practices during the past
year.
Thomas - I.ee Armstrong, who
presented the award,said, "The award
is presented to a landowner or operator
who has applied several conservation
practices during the past year. The
Outstanding District Cooperator for the
past year is William Rice. William is
always aware of conserving soil and
water. During the past year, he applied
on his farm, waterways, pasture
seeding and management, minimum
tillage, crop residue management, and
conservation cropping systems."
Calloway County School Superintendent Jack Rose presented the honor
award to East Calloway 'Elementary
principal Allen. Rose said, "There has
been alot of talk about the education
level of todays students. _We, in
Calloway County, are proud of our
students in both school systems. The
quality of education a student is subjected to depends upon the dedication of
the school educator. In order to
properly prepare todays Students, an
educator must be prepared and
dedicated to teach not only the,3 r's but
environmental concerns as well. An
_educator must be ready,_ willing and
able to teach conservation. The district
recognizes the efforts of Bobby Allen,
principal of East Calloway Elementary, for his leadership in conservation
education through practical teaching
and promotion of the conservation
essay and poster contest within his
school. Every student at East Calloway
entered the poster and essay contest."
Milton Walston, who presented an
honor award to Rep. Imes Imes was
unable to attend and accept the award
because he was in Frankfort. told
those attending," Honor awards are
presented by the Calloway County
Conservation District to individuals or
organizations wbo have contributed to
conservation effort in Calloway County.
The district wishes to honor Mr. Imes,
-state representative, for helping
promote conservation in the county and
across. the state. Kenny has given his

Murray Police
Investigate
Burglary Report
Murray City Police have arrested
Greg Lawson, 23, Glendale Road,
Murray, and charged him with theft by
unlawful taking of a value over $100 in
connection with the theft of some
hubcaps.
According to a police spokesman,
Lawson was in jail today facing a $3,000
bond.
Police are also investigating a
tiorglary.at Murray Datsun.
A police spokesman said a burglar or
burglars entered the business, located
on 12th Street in Murray, through a
window Monday night.
Murray Datsun reported a still un...determined aniqpnt of rnoney..missiris
alter that break—in,. the ,..ioaceTokesman said.

The House defeated a bill to allow the
home manufacture of wine on a 'small
scale, but later agreed to reconsider the
vote at a future date.
The Senate passed a bill to strengthen
the state fire marshal's office, although
not as much as the original measure
would have done.
The original bill, passed by the
See ERA VOTE,
Page 12, Column 2

POSTER, ESSAY WINNERS — Calloway County Conservation District poster and essay winners are pictured after a
banquet honoring them and others Monday night Pictured (front, left) are: Terry Cunningham, poster winner, Tonya
Pridemore, essay winner, Todd Ross, overall poster winner, Michelle Ford poster winner, and Gaye Martin, poster
'winnq;(rev,left) Mils Morrow with the conservation district, Donna Cole% essay winner, Vincent kItOrl, essay_win.
ner,Waridy Lk-Callon, overall essay winner, and lerryAgiley, who presented essay awards.
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy today through
Wednesday with a chance of light
rain or drizzle. Possible afternoon thundershowers today.
Highs today in the low and mid
50s. Lows tonight in the low and
mid 30s. Highs Wednesday in the
mid aild upper 40s.

Bands Present
Concert
Tonight At MSU
-Three Murray High School bands will
present a concert tonight at Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of Murray
State University.
The program -begins at 7 p. m. and
c'onsists of the Murray Middle School
eighth grade band, the Murray High
concert band and the Murray High
.
symphonic band.
James light will direct the eighth
grade band which will present the
selections that will be performed at the
Kentucky Music Educators Convention
Friday at Convention Center in
Lexington.
Eighth grade selections include
"Alamo March," "Monolith Overture,"
-Beth," "Processional," and "The
Virgin of Macaena," featuring 1VISU
professor David Shane on trumpet solo.
The concert band, directed by Frank
Schwab, will perform "Host of
Freedom," "Deep River Suite," and
"Selections from the Music Man."
The symphonic band, directed by Joe
Sills, will perform "Barnum and
Baileys Favorite," "Prelude and
Rondo," "Bugle Holiday," featuring
trumpeters Marilyn Howard, C'harl&
Shaeffer and Lin Johnson and "Mannin
Veen,
_ a scUario of Irish folk tunes.
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'Add Life To Walls

4

#
An interesting arrangement can work toward an elcectic
of framed pictures can add look, which, with the help of
new lite to a drib wall. A an artiiirc --e-y-e7 WTI ruce a
fainctionai hallway, stairway,or harmonious arrangement.
ElyAbigaiL Van Buren
nun-luncu011ar alcove can e
You can theme your vraM:
converted to a lovely display silly photos of the family,
area for framed pieces that say formal portraits of your
-something about your family, ancestors, faces from the past
lobbies or travel experiences. you would like to have known,
Postcards, snapshots, news snapshots of yourself from
clippings, posters, cartoons, birth, to present, cities you
DEAR ABBY: I have three adorable grandchildren, marriage and birth certificates have visited, and so on.
6, S and 9. I love them all dearly (and equally) but
make delightful groupings. An
tl,t-v are extremely jealous of each other, and there's appropriate frame and careful
To balance the grouping,
ak ays a fight for my attention when I visit them.
maqiag-„and mounting will furnish the area no someI am careful never to bring one a gift leve,n on biz:Mays-I lend a professional look to'Whittif a cozy little nook. An
bout bringing a gift for the other two. I am also very. almost any type of hanging.
antique chair flanked by an
,ireful not to praise one too much in the Presence of the
__For
a,
_
very.
„symmetrical,
Lets.,and J._never_ Make
- ro61- Pa da011.9:
unified- look: you might-Filiff isreitstripteTwoutd-mske-the
I lawever 0. the rivalry and jealousy persist. I'm sure
grannies have the same problem. Have you any to choose similar frames and perfect complement for your
mats in different sizes. Or you - ancestors' formal portraits.
stigge.ti,Ans?
TORN IN THREE
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Children Won't
Share Grandma

V^
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pUT A PATENT ON
YOUR youNfi ir_NNI.
/

DEAR ABBY: It's getting so-I hate to go out with my • Fits easy, too, and a
husband:He's 32'and I'm 3I,-and all he wants to.clo is go to • guy'can wriggle his
X-rated movies and look for girls to pick up on the way • toes when things get
dull. Black, brown or
home. He says he gets real turn-on thinking about being
,.
white patent. PVC sole
NA it h me and ano bher woman.
a
inndbsyhseels.izeAs.vailable
‘Ve never have actually picked up a girl, but after every
movie we just drive 'around, wasting babrsitter money,looking
for one.
,
I hate to say no to him because that gets his "poor me"
attitude going and then he is unbearable.
Ile is a college-educated man working in a respected
ALB.
trek'. Does he need help or do 1?
OSIE
'TURNED OFF
se..
_
DEAR TURNED OFF: He definitely needs help. And if
Vo.
you go along with his -kinky ideirs, you do too.
Infants5½
DEAR ABBY:.May I speak on behalf of a group of
thru
people who sometimes have difficulty speaking for
Growing
themselves2 The group I'm speaking of(and for) is usually
Boys-3
'sensitive, shy, insecure and gentle. Their problem? They
are QUIET. They simply find it difficult to speak up in a
crowd or to make small talk.
• I just returned from a class- I -joined- as part -of my continuing battle to overcome this problem. While'inclass,
someone embarrassed me by saying, "Gee, you're quiet!" I
'-i-avranc-crre of that fact, and commenting-en-it pal3Iiely4s-j.as4---.
as rudc as saying to someone. "Gee, yoti talk a lot!'
Black,
Abby, please tell your readers that many quiet people
White Patent,
have deeply rooted problems that they are trying hard to
Navy Linen
overcome. If people really want to help a quiet person,
Sires
they should ask him a question, thus giving him a chance to
10-3 Misses
talk. But never make an issue of his quietness.
..41
/
2-10
SUFFERING(QUIETLY)
Pre-Teens
DEAR SUFFERING: Thanks for taking the time and
tronbie to-speak-out- for the quiet ones.

HERALDING The coming spring season was the annual fund raising fashion show entitled "A Magic Fashion Montage" held by the Musk Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the Clara Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building, Murray State University on March 7.1n the upper left is Craig Thurman modeling a casual kakki, in-the
upper right is Vickie Travis modeling a sportswear dress, in the lower left is Pam Robertson modeling a pants suit,
and in the lower right is Lisa Ellis modeling a sundress. Other models included Kay Ray, Janna Hughes, Shirley
Boone,Polly Poe, Mehdy Bryan, Edna Vance, Vicki White, Stacy Overbey, Charles Thurman, Helen Raspberry, Doug
Taylor, David King, Frances Denham, Dorisanna Conner, Karen Kennedy, Jennifer Darnell, Dean Ryan, Sharon Fandrich, Jacki Brochman, Diane Harris, Lori Landolt, Glenna Hall, Ronnie Dunn, Anna Ruth Harris, Jane McDaniel, Steve
Massey, Cindy Gould, Stan Bone, Becky Gould, Jerrell White,Jarrod White, and Teddy Carpenter. Fashions from
Mademoiselle, Dottie Shop, Cherry's, College Shop, King's Den, Brights, Littleton's, The Showcase, and Tux Shop
were modeled,according to Mrs. Don Bennett and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann,co-chairmen of the event -

:L
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as advertised on TV.
FREE with purchase
of RED GOOSE SHOES

Fashions For
The Young Miss

CONFIDENTIAL TO TAMMY IN TORONTO: No
matter what your past has been, you have a spotless
future. _
-
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 14
County
Murray-Calloway
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will meet at seven
p.m. in the church annex.
, Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.

Wednesday, March 15
First United Methodist Men
will meet at six p.m. for a
dinner meeting in the social
hall with Sid Easley as the
speaker.

Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at six p.m. in the
Shower for Debbie and fellowship hall of the church
Steve Henderson who lost - with Ken Purcell presenting
their home and contents by the program.
fire recently will be honored at
a shower at the Murray
Federal Sayings and Loan,
Seventh and Main, Murray, at
seven
p.m. This was
rescheduled from an earlier
date.

Clotin"
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•
•
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tonite's movies
- For Program Information, Please Cali 753-1314

1008 Chestnut

Ends Tues.

BEYOND
AND BACK
NO PASSES

400,

7:15,1
9:10i
NOBARGAINNTTE

art Iliryuseills Jackie Gleason
1010 Chestnut
I

ClIa
641N Central(tr

.Tbru Thur.

Cen.111
'41 \

Thru 3/301

Miss Kathlyn Bomba, Route 2,
02-28-78
Dover, Tn., Matthew Jordy,
Adults: 123.
1620 Farmer, Murray, Mrs.
Nursery 6
Edna Moysenko, 827 South
No Newborns Listed
2nd, Murray, Michael Todd,
,
Dismissals
Route 1, Almo, Barbara J.
Steve Dawes, Route 3, Pierce, Roate-2-,Murray, Fred
Calvert -City, Miss Yvonne Seavers III, Rt. 2, Water
Robinson, 500 Draper, Paris, Valley, Mrs. Ruth ,Jones,
Tn., Myron Vanleer, Franklin Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Nelda
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Patricia Adkins, Route 2, Springville,
Hopkins, 1415
Dudley, Tn., Bertis Doyle, Route 6,
%Hay, Mrs. Patricil Britt
:
- Murray, Mrs. Sarah Mayfield,
1701 Holiday, Murray, Mrs. 1618 Fairlane, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Lillie Moody, Fern Terrace
Mrs. Doris Leigh, Rt. 2, Lodge, Murray, Clifton Cavitt,
Murray, Miss Kathryn. Box 107, Hardin, Mrs. Hontus
LeFeFeBre, 1612 Calloway, Hutson, 708 Poplar, Murray,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine Mrs. Beulah Lamb, 211 Irvan,
Myers, Route 1, Hazel, Vrs. Murray, Mrs. Beatrice A.
Lila Wesson, Route 4, Murray, Locke, New Concord.
ler

--f1p -th-ro,r1qaril

ndit .

Thry Thur.

Personality-

Fr,11 PIP"

2600.1kye.
01

Group of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet as follows: I
with Mth. Woodfin Hutson at
ten a.m. with program by
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, and IV
with Mrs. Steve Shaw at 7:30
p.m. with program by Mrs.
David Roos.

1111 HOSPITAL.NEWS

Tonite!!
Bargain Mite
At These Theatres

swots FOR

Murray Star Chapter no. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
The Y.F. Aettes will meet at
the Murray Vocational Center
at 17:30 p.m: with Attorney
Max Parker as speaker.,

-7

'1,ettill+114Pr F 1

Murray, Ky.
510 Isis
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Daily Specials
Seven Seas!

*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,

fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slaw.

*WEDNESDAY SPECIAL*
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken

Homemakers
Wadesboro
Club will meet at the home of
- Mrs.- David—Palmer- at- 140p.m.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
the home of Pat Harcourt, 1710
Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m

WOMEN

Family Shoes

From

Wednedlay, March 15
Bowling night of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of WOW will
be at Corvette Lanes at seven
p.m.

-

White, Black Patent,
Navy Leather
infant
Sizes 5/
1
2-8

Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato, cole slaw and
southern hushpuppie3

99

MAFNtiA MA'4

GIRL

'RG,

MEL BROOKS

HIGH
AtIXIETY

Say "Hello" to sunshine in
the low-heeled sahdal with
bottom interest. All-leather
uppers in navy, white or
black patent. Sizes 4-10, widths N.. M.Sizes 5-10

17:25,1
9:35

J. N. Williams r,- spter of
c,e.ers of the
, the United D-v,
Confederac)Cshil meet at the
home of,Mrs. Fred Gingles at
1:30 p.m.

17720,
190

etiett
#etts

n u al card party and
luncheon by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held at
the club house at 12:30 p.m.

Family Shoe

•••••••••••••w:
:•••••••
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Ladies day luncheon at Oaks
Country Clue' has been
postponed until Marck 22.

For the Finest
in 4•1!
Steak and Seafood

Restaurant
753•4141

Highway 641 N.
4t,MN

111
.
.06,
kk
. 41
14

q:1 5'8

DEAR TORN: Sibling rivalry has been with us since
Jacob and Esau (not to mention Cain and Abel), but you
can minimize the competition by spend* time with each
child individually—instead of trying to 'divide_yourself into
Thret

PAGE 3 Tiff MURRAY, Ay,,, MON & TIMEL Tatioday,/lardh-14*-117*
4:11:!L
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Lecegei at Tunes
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The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met it the Chiitch on
Mondav. Match 6 at semen
p.m. for the regular meeting
and the observance of the
week of -prayer for home
missions.
Maxine Nance, chairman,
presided. Lorene Owens was
in charge of the program on
the subject, "Share." Each
one present had a part in the
discussion.
Refreshments were served
by Maxine Nance and Mary
Kathryn Stark to Lorene
Lee Galloway, Ruth Warren,
Faye Orr, Dorothy Brandon,
Gladys Williamson, and Linda
Cooper.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

Mi.ss Ilelonie Laura Hutchens

FOR WEDNESDAY,

and Richard L. Lowe

MARCH 15, 1978

Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Hutchens of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Melonie Laura, to Riehard L Lowe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert M. Lowe of Murray.
Miss Hutchens is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
W. Hutchens and the fester granddaughter of Mrs. Hattie
Scherffius and the late Tony Scherffius. She is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and MS attended Murray State
University. Miss Hutchens is employed by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Lowe is the grandson of Mrs. Myrle King and the late
Lowell R.King,and the late Mr.and Mrs.Herbert A.Lowe.He
will graduate in May 1978from Murray State University with a
major in wildlife biology and a minor in chemistry. Mr. Lowe
is employed by the Tennessee Valley Athit, in -theliand•
Between the Lakes.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, May 21, at four p.m.
at the North pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A reception willfollow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception as only out of town invitations will besent.

Warm Weather Ahead_
YouNeed Us Now
More Than Ever
Take Off Excess
Winter Pounds
And Inches

Cali For Free
Trial Visit

United
Figure Salon

753-6881
Dixieland Center

F J I.. Blasingarne M

Lorene Owens
Leads Study

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 114
Continuing good influences'
"stimulate your ingenuity,
creativity and personality Be
careful, however, not to ge to
extremes in anything you we
dertake.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6467.
Day could find you the
recipterit—ar- -somerecognition, perhaps a gift or
bonus of some kind. Whatever,
there is definite public reaction
to your efforts.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Double-check plans. Wort out
business transactions, all
agreements with deliberation,
ascertaining facts beforehand,
Attainments now will, spark
more gains in the future.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0:0
You May be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
transaction. At least, steps
toward such ends can be
initiated. ,But don't press;
maneuver cautiously.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
This day could have its sizzling moments. You will do well
to maintain an even, systematic
pace and procedure, no matter
what pressures are put upon
you.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP LA
Certain members of the
family may seem to be
hypersensitive, on the brink of
serious rifts. Try to smooth out
their differences — but with the
utmost -diplomacy.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Care needed in routine activities. Make no drastic
changes arbitrarily, and be
especially careful about details.

New lledicine
For Relief(1f Diabetic Pains
Lase the report has- not
come to his.attention.....
Breasts Collect Chemicals
From Blood
0: Mrs. R. W. inquires
whether smoking tobacco
causes the excretion of
chemicals from cigarettes
to appear in breast milk.
A: Many chemicals,
tuch appear in the' blood,
are extracted from it by
the breasts and appear in
breast milk or breast
pnt
synruNt AITI _angL.
• fr
-set-reit-mu The toticentragenerally thought to be lion of these chemicals
is
related to peripheral neu- often greater in the breast
ritis. Various medications fluid than in the
blood,
have been tried without including chemicals from
If
a
any consistent benefit.
cigarettes.
narcotic is used, even
Even in resting, nonlacoccasionally, addiction is a tating breasts, a small
potential problem becatise amount of fluid
can be
the pain tends to rec,ur or obtained_ by pumping:Fart*persist, requiring repeat& fluid shows such a concenmedication for relief.
tration of chemicals.
In a recent issue of the
Many authorities feel
Journal of the "American that, since
cigarette,smokU.
Association,"
Medical
ing has not been practiced
Comdr. Jonathan Davis of by a large number Of
the Naval Regional Medi- women for longer than .a
cal Center, Oakland, Cali- decade or so, the full effornia, and his colleagues fects of smoking on the
report that they success- production of breast canfully treated eight diabetic cer cannot be detected for
patients with .new drugs the next 10 to 20 years.
consisting of fluphenazine
The same effects may
hydrochloride and amitriptyline hydrochlorid.e. result from the absorption
These drugs were used of other substances from
separately or in combi,w, the environment. They are
tions. Each of these cases taken into the body, abobtained some degree of sorbed in the blood, and
concentrated in the breast
prompt relief of pain.
I suggest that ,you call fluids. These may set up
this article to the attention chronic irritations, which
of your wife's physician in are carcinogenic.
U. Mr. J. F. writes that
his wife, who has had-diabetes mellitus for years,
suffers from recurrent, severe pains in her arms and
legs. The suffering is considerable and often disabling, in spite of attempts
by several physicians to
try to outline programs to
give her relief.
Pain In the -extreinities in persons who have
diabetes mellitus is a fairly

GEE WHIZ

b‘Juillping—JaCks.
T M

oling
s Aag
nAal
. _
A na_tural for
'bright, warm days
with its canvas and
rope combinafidn!
what a strappy,
happy delight for
'fashionable fun-'
loving little
girls!
$14
Red
Natural
Navy

Jumping-Jacks.
Min

%WU

Shoe Store
Court Square

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a gregarious
nature, a good mind and great
versatility. You can cope with
the most complex situations in a
highly svmpetent manner yet,
'with- all this, you tend, at times,
to lose confidence in yourself, to
worry too much about what
others think of your efforts.
These tendencies can lead to
defeatism, so try to curb them.
When at your optimistic best,
NOTHING can stop, your climb
to success. Birthdate of: Andrew Jackson, 7th Pres.-,
Harry
James.
U.S.A.:
musician; Sly Stone, rock
%musician.. .
4 • -

/mpr
tory. tests_ te.14—Aas-thrumatography I allow more
accurate research on
_small amounts of foreign
substances and will provide more reliable information in the future
whether particular substances appear to cause
cancer.

Rainbow GirlsHold eering

Murray-Calloway Girl
Scout Council Meets

Murray Assembly No.' 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, March 7, at
seven p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall with Donna Smith
as worthy advisor and Twila
Coleman .as.. niqber adykor . _
Representatives from the
•
pro tem.
Barbara Windsor was in- Girl Scout Bear Creek Council
stalled as mother advisor for were present at the meeting of
the coming year. Also in- - the Murray-Calloway County
__Scout
stalled were Deidra Folsom as Neighborhood
nature and Linda Knight as Council held Thursday, March
9, at ten a.m. at the Girl Scout
chaplain.
Members present were cabin, Sharpe Street, Murray.
Vickey Weatherford, Donna
Myra Henderson and Mary
Smith, Angie Thweatt, Deidra Jean Gunter of Paducah and
Folsem-,- Linda -Knight, Tina 'Dorothy Byrn Of Murray were
George, and Rhonda Sledd., the Bear Creek Council
Adults present were Henry. °representatives present.
Sledd, Ina - Sledd, Max
Weatherford, Marilyn Elected as officers were,
Weatherford, Zane Coleman, Cindy Carson, outdoor conPhyllis - Rowland, Sue Th- sultant; Sandra Parrish,
weatt, Barbara Windsor, and reporter; Diane Spurlock,
cookie
chairman;
Twila Coleman.
The next meeting will be representatives from each
held Tuesday, March 21, at schools were Suzanne Ford,
North; Carol Hodges, East;
seven p.m.

NF

New-

s

POLYESTER & ACRYLIC

DOUBLE KNITS

99C

Pt

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 & ARCADIA COURT

Yd

STRETCH

TERRY CLOTH

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

Pt

Sensational Buy!
Ideal For Blouses
Elegant Dresses
& Party Wear, Etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yd.

99c

ENTIRE STOCK OF REG. $2.99 TO.
ON BOLTS
Crepe Stitch, Ponte
De Roma, Assorted
Fancy Stitches, Etc.

$1 99

BROADCLOTH
White Polyester
& Cotton
Fins Finish 99C yd.
Nog. $1.49

PATTERNS
Any Pattorylp Our
Entire Stock
•Butterick •11cColl's
*Simplicity
talus To $2.25

Yd.

INTERFACING
Savo 64% - log..19 Yd.

GABARDINE
Yd

POLYESTER DOUBLE
KNIT SHORTIES
/, TeVii kits
Values T?$8

25 pc.

Dr. VVOMAN
-rvaa,

-•

Yd.

IRON-ON

OUTING
FLANNEL
Solid colors

NE F

$1 99
I
Yd.

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

$199

Savo 2/3 - $2.99 Talus
to 3 yd.
lengths
Solid Colors

99C

Yd

FREE
KEY CHAIN
TO FIRST30°
LADIES IN
OUR STORE

NE EDI.1 WOMAN

65% Poly
35% Rayon
Machine
Washable

CALCUTTA

Pt

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

Polyester I Cotton
2 to 10 yd. lengths
Many colors & chock was

Yd.

Savo 1/3 - Nog.$2.81
Solid colors - yearround favorite for
pants, skirts, jumpsuits,
sta.

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

SAVE'2 • REG. $3.99

Bag

CHECKED
GINGHAM
Savo - $1.49 Talus

29

Pt

SOLID COLOR

$139
•

Many
Notching Pima

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

INTERLOCK KNITS

• POLY-FILL

Thick
Fleecy nap
Many colors

Poly & Cotton •
Dross 11 Ilona 41
Weight In Woo

Yd.

PRINTED POLYESTER

Pt

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

CHAMBRAY
Savo 35% • Neg. $1.81
Pt

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

Pt

Savo 311% Nog. $1.99
Full 1 lb.
bags for
stuffing toys,
pillows, etc.

WORK-SHIRT TYPE

PINWALE CORDUROY
Savo
45" wide - solid colors
$1 99
Rog. $2.99
Poly & Cotton - Fashion favorite

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

Savo I/3•Nag. $2.99
•Solid Colors
'On kits

\%

$1 49 vd.
•

No purchase necessary to register. You do not
hare to be prosoot at drawing to win.

69Yd.

Pt

MURRAY,
KY.

REGISTER NOW FOR DRAWING
SATURDAY,APRIL 8th

Many usys-99' Value
fashions, quilt hacks,
crafts, etc.

drib

1
2 log. $2.911
Savo/
Levi-Typo, Indigo
Moo,faded Also,
Navy Wee-Brealiod
& lard Flinsli

FREE- *50 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Pt
Pt
Pt

The next 'meeting of the
Murray-Calloway Council will
be held Thursday, April 13, at
ten a.m. at the Girl Scout
cabin.

DENRU

Mon.-Sat.
9:00 To 4:110
Sunday
1:00 To 5:00

Pt
•

NATURAL
MUSLIN
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

STORE-NOURS

Pt

Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt
Pt

Assignor Lengths
1 Ti 5 Yds.
Solids & Fancies
Values to $3.81 Id.

It was announced that the annual meeting of the Council
will be held Thursday, April
20, at the United Methodist Church, Marion. Delegates
from Murray-Calloway will be
Thelyn Loberger, Kathleen
Herndon, Cecile Brock, Cindy Carson, Dorothy Byrn, Mary
Carson,. Diane Spurlock,_ and
Suzanne Ford.

146

sAvIN6st61416tut
/

Cindy Carson, Southwest;
Ethelyn Loberger, Robertson;
Diane Spurlock and Kathleen
Herndon, Carter.

N E F DL. WOMAN

DL WOMAN

MRAORDINARYt

afigi

There's a tendency to let the
mind wander when it shouldn't.
,b6.*
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVeiikL•
A sudden flash of intuition in a
romantic matter will be right on
target. Follow through and
recent barriers to happiness
will fall.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Wrille0.
A good word from the right
source may enable you to gain
the recognition you have been
waiting for. Business and
financial matters highly
favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Avoid hasty judgments. Look
more closely at all. situations.
-There maybe values not seen at
a cursory glance.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)'ti
An immediate follow-up on
certain, plans and projects
recently begun will be important now,since you have the
"go" sign in all worthwhile
endeavors.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
block opposition that
could eventually be converted
into
support. ' Work
diplomatically to bring it
around. Some barriers aren't as
impregnable as they seem.
_

1ffit
DePartment-411-4tvailable during the afthe Murray Woman's Club will. ternoon.
-annual-4d raising-Menibers- ärè reminded to
luncheon card party 44-ri have-their dishes
at --the
Wednesday, March 15, at 12:'30 clubhouse by 11
a.m. on'
p.m.., at the clubhouse.
Wednesday, March 15:
lIcketa ace $3 and may be
Donations''to
Comobtained from any department member, according to prehensive Care, Community
Effie Vaughn, department Theatre, anti other civic
causes are made yearly by the
chairman,
d
The Garden
Prizes will be awarded department.
which include silk roses, Department also landscaped
.intriummainzia
ccirogne, plants, playing cards: and maintains the main en-trener-to-the-new city park,
The punch table will be Mrs. Vaughn said.
r

N E E Dr_ WOMAN

\A/nMAN

N

An

10 That's the
idea behind this
super canvas Whiz Kids
shoe for girls! The canvas is
great looking.,. and the _
thick crepe sole bounces
along comfortably!
The rope covered
wedge is a fashionable touch!
$16
Red
Nataral
Navy

Fund Raising Luncheon
Card Party Wednesday

4 yds. $100

NOVELTY DESIGN
BY HALLMARK
$199 Value
Easy To Identify
In Your Handbag

NE EDL.WOMAN

c
9

Ea

Hon-Roll

ELASTIC

Savo 51% - Rog. 46'
Polyester '"." whits

5 yds.$.1 00
THREAD
Rig. VS'
Polyester
Whits &
Colors
Limit 10

Oc

Spool

NEEDIE_ WOMAN
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Agree Or Not

Opinion Page

Governor's Race

Letter To the Editor
Also making a try is Jim Vernon who
FRANKFORT — Prevailing talk. in
resigned as commissioner of public
legislative corridors and 'over dinner
tables in Frankfort of the controversial relations. Others might get into the
field.
nature seems to be alignments and
Another strong factor in the adpossible candidates for the 1979
ministration's family spat is the
statewide election.
Last week a bombshell of sorts was resignation of Robert Bell as head of
dropped when William Bill) Cox, now Natural Resources and Environmental
in the Transportation Department in Protection after Carroll openly
MR.
Washington indicated he may resign an criticized him in a Washington meeting
enter the lieutenant governor's race, about mining regulations, strong ones,
Mu.
next year instead of the governor's he had drawn for legislation to meet
federal requirements. Bell's proposed
race.
•
LISA.
On one trip to Waihington Governor regulations in. some instances were
Julian Carroll had a somewhat con- tougher than the proposed federal.
AND
troversial discussion with Cox in an
Embroiled in this is a long-standing
effort to prevail upon him not to enter fued between Bell and Democrat Party
the governor's race next year as an Head Sonny Hunt. Hunt is said to have
opponent to Terry- McBrayer.
been seeking favors for coal operators _ Kentucky Commerce ,Commissioner and Bell wouldn't back down from his
McBrayer. although he hasn't officially Strong position.
announced for governor, is widely
Over on the Republican side, State
recognized in Democrat circles as the Rep. Raymond Overstreet is the only
governor's choice for the Democratic announced candidate, but now cannomination.
vassing the state is former State
McBrayer and Carroll have been Senator Ray White of Bowling Green.
-close allies since their days together in Senator Larry Hopkins of Lexington is
the House and both have been strong taking a strong look at the post, and the
supporters of former Gov. Bert T. Lexington Senator may be among the
Combs which goes back to when Combs top, but he hasn't had the chance to
was governor.
work as White has.
Cox was Carroll's chief adI keep hearing mention that former
ministrative assistant, when Carroll Gpv,Ilauie B. Nunn may make another
wag' lieutenant governor- and then—,run pt. it although he hat publicly
handled legislative affairs for Carroll _indicated much interest.
during the 1976 legislative session. He
Senator Doug Mosely also, is testing
then resigned and returned to the field. Madisonville when he apparently didn't
By NI. U. Garrott
get named as cabinet secretary by
Carroll.
Cox's father, John Henry, resigned a
position with the legislature after
Carroll and Bill had their heated
conversation in Washington.
' Senate president pro-tern Joe Prather
is also a strong contender for the
lieutenant governor's post next time
and apparently would receive. rne
favors from Carroll forces althoun he
probably wouldn't receive their public
The death of The Chicago Daily news
the city,editor, the rewrite men, across
blessings. The field probably will tie so
The paper was sold simply because
March
4 after 102 years of publication
. the copy desk and on down into. the
great that the second spot Wouldn't be
the publisher got tired of dickering with
lady.
It
of
a
great
composing room. It was the major
tied to the governor's race. Just let was like the passing
organized labor. There was 13
also produced some rather sad
leagues in that business.
each one run an independent race.
different unions in the plant, and he was
+++
Lieutenant Governor Thelma Stovall memories for me, for it was 27 years
in some kind ,of a contract hassle with
Our managing- editor was Norman •
already has thrown her hat into the ring ago-June 15 that I and some 549others
one är more Orthem 'continuously.
Isaacs, a man whose name was to
for governor and this could complicate saw the city newspaper with whkch we
For, some„time,. The Post had been
become familiar across Kentucky for
matters for McBrayer. Agriculture were associated suddenly discontinued.
trying- io buy -,The Star, its only afJust like that' Five hundred and fifty
the next 25 year. Until a few years ago
Commissioner Thomas 0. Harris also
ternoon competiticih, and on an impulse
when he retired, Mr. Isaacs was
has been surveying the field to enter the of us—news people, potographers,
one- day in that June of 1951, the
advertising personnel, type setters,
managing editor of The Louisville
governor's race next year.
publisher just said "the heck with it,"
Courier-Journal. I had answered an ad
The chief anti-Carroll factional foe in pressmen, maintenance people, adand sold the paper to The Post for
The Star had in a trade publication for a
the party to run for governor is State ministrators and delivery crews—were
something like $8 million. Its presses
sports writer, and Mr. Isaacs had hired
Auditor George Atkins who won a battle suddenly out of jobs.
were stilled and in one swift stroke 550
Our paper was the St. Louis Starme over the telephone to come from
last week over how his office is to be
of us were unemployed.
Times, an afternoon, five-eldition daily
Harlan and work on his copy desk.
financed for the next biennium.
.
+ + +'
competitor
to the Putliier family's
I did that for more than a year, and I
Carroll sought in his budget to allot
It was the only time in my life that I
a much
could write a book about that exthe Auditor's office a minimum ap- Post-Dispatch. The Post had
have been unemployed and by Sunday
prided
circulation,
but
The
Star
greater
perience, especially the terror of
propriation and then let the fees from
night, two nights later, I had 32 letters
working under the mean, sour-on-theaudits support the office. Atkins won itself on its local news and easy-to-read
of application in the mail in response to
format.
world, red-headed copy cheif we had
might
prove
this battle. And this battle
"Help Wanted" ads in the papers. I was
Some of the top people in business
in the slot," as they say in the trade.
'harmful in the 1979 race to McBrayer.
rather anxious with four mouths to feed
He also was president of the St. Louis
Back to the lieutenant governor spot worked there, and I,a wet-behind-theat home.
newsroom,
chapter of the union—the Newspaper
in next year's race, we find Martha ears novice in a big city
I was one of the lucky one's though. I
Guild— and few people gave him a hard
Lane Collins, who was elected Clerk of often watched in awe as a fast-breaking
went to work two weeks later at
the city was
time,' ncluding the big shots. If I ever
the Court of Appeals last time as a story from a reporter out in
Checkerboard Square right there in St.
handled through
actually hated anyone in my. life, I
Louis, but only after a dozen or so ineontender. and a strong one it that. smoothly and swiftly
believe he came the closest to that
terviews across the city. I learned how
distinction. I believe he is now retired.
they sell and service Kirby vacuum
+++
cleaners, demonstrate alumninum
On that June 15, 1951, however, I had
waterless cooking utensils and I don't
been given the state editor's responknow what all.
sibilities. My job was to put together
Only three of the 60 pelbple in the
two pages of out-state news to be put on
newsroom found jobs at The Post. A
the presses with one of .the early
—
couple others went to the morning
editions so it could make the buses and
Paul Baiirey showed the grand honors in the Chenubby District
Globe-Democrat, but most- of them
trains for points east, west, north and
champion hog at the Western Kentucky Klondike Derby held at the Boy Scout
scattered across the country or found
south.
Carcass Show held at Mayfield. His son, Reservation on Kentucky lake.
jobs in other fields in St. Louis. Our
I was pretty much my own boss. No
Bill Bailey, also showed two hogs
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rowland obfinancial page editor, a man with 28
one paid much attention to the state
served their 50th wedding anniversary
Winning first and second places.
years' experience, including the
papers. My 15 stringers out in the
Army Specialist Five Larry J. on March 12 and a celebration is
Depression years, with the stock
smaller towns and I met our deadlines
Williams and Army Specialist Four
planned March 17 at their home on
market, ended up selling city auto
and kept the pages fon of out-state
Larry E. Scott are serving with the South Third Street.
stickers at City Hall.
news.
,
Army in Vietnam.
The • South Side Shopping area
'It's sad, indeed, to see any business
The fact that The Star was to be sold
Deaths reported include Brown
composed of approximately twenty-five
go under, but in the news business the
to The Post-Disptach and discontinued
Craig, age 62, and Melvin Lonnie
business houses on South 12th Street are
closing of a great paper like The
was the closest guarded secret or my
Moody.
undertaking a promotional venture
Chicago Daily News is the death of a
experiences. We never heard. even the
Boy Scout Troop 77 took first place
during this month.
grand and gracious old lady. I'm sure
slightest rumor of it before the story
she'll always be close to a lot of heartsbroke.
Just as The Star-Times is to a lot of
June 15, 1951, was a Friday. As I had
ours.
done six days a week, I had caught a
r
near
named
a
member of the American
Chailes and Donnie Evitts of
bus at 5:30 a.m., ridden it as far into
Coldwater were killed in an automobile Jersey Cattle 'Club.
town as it went, transferred to a street
Nancy Cotham, senior at Murray
accident near Hopkinsville yesterday.
car and ridden it to within 12 blocks of
The Memorial Baptist Church, Tenth State College and daughter of Mr. and
"Then went in also that other disits turnaround place,and I was at work,
an
Mrs.
planning
Freed
Cotharn
of
Streets,
is
Murray, *p
ciple, which came first to the sepuland Main
.reaching my desk at 6:30 a.m.
chre, and he saw and believed."
educational building which will cost present her senior art exhibit in the
Neither I nor those near me, had any
John 20:8
between 75 and 85 thousand dollars, Mary Ed McCoy Hall Art Gallery
indication the paper would close before
The empty tomb was convincing to
according to the church pastor, the March 30 to April 13.
•
that day was over, but shortly before
the apostle John. Perhaps he called to
Ballard Memorial beat Lowes and
Rev. T. A. Thacker. It will join the
the first edition came up from the
mind Jesus' earlier words, when He
present structure at the back and will Benton beat Fulton City in opening
presses,thefolks in the newsroom were
said "Because I live, ye shall live
games of the First Regional Basketball
extend to the east.
noticed huddling in small groups and
also."
Prof. A. Carman, Murray, has been Tournament here.
whispering among themselves. Looking
back now, I don't recall putting any
Mihierray Ledger & Times
significance to that. My state-page
deadline was rushing at me, and I was
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
Editor
Mayfield beat Tilghman and Brewers
R.Gene McCutcheon
+++
W. B. Moser was elected principal of
busy.
The Murray Ledger 81, Times is published
Murray High School at a meeting of the beat Benton to advance to-the finals of
Then suddenly the cold, hard truth of
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Board of Education, according to W. Z. the First Regional Basketball Tourthe sale burst upon us when the copy
Murray Newspapers. Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
Carter, superintendent of Murray City nament here.
boys dropped the day's first editions on
Murray,Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Rebecca Roberts was honored fa a
Schools. He replaces Ed Filbeck who
our desks. "STAR SOLD TO POSTSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In aikas served by
died Nov.. 8, 1947, after 13 years as party on her 17th birthday by her
DISPATCH," a banner headline across
camera. 82.50 per month, payable in advance...
By
mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harparents, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts
principal.
the Page One proclaimed. "Newspaper
din, Mayfield.Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and
of
Alm),
L.
Mrs.
F.
Deaths reported include
to -Cease Publication with Today's
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn., 817.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
Knight,_ age 73.
Editions After 54-Year History," said
year.
tobacco
dark
fired
The Murray
another just below.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
.Associatiop
and Southern Newspaper Publishers
.1171?:TIAIM,-40-tfle say, had written
market —
vor close 'öIiMaF
Alsociatiot.
secretary
Thurmond,
the
The
to
Cecil
story,
cording
arranged for a linotype
Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
operator to meet him at the plant at 5
of the Murray Tobacco Board of Trade.
The wizards of the 'age are the
ledger & Times as well as all other fianews.
a.in., had the story set in type which he
The Rev. Wendell H. Rone will begin medicine men of politics who have kept
TEI.EPHONE NINBEellr
Business Office
753-191,
took to his office and locked up until the
a series of sermons on the theme,"The the Democratic and Republican parties
Classified AdVerasing
753-1916
time came for Page One to be made and
Retail I Display ) Advertising
Sunset of Life and What Lies Beyond" alive long after they should hive ex.
753-1919
circulation
753-1916
at the Memorial' Baptist Church on pired from poisoning brought iRi from. locked up. By then, it we too late for
News and•Sports Dept...... .... . 753-1918
much
rumor
spreading.
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.
Sunday, evenings.
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Supports- Youth-Center
Dear Editor:
.
I am writing this letter to comment
on Dr. Mel Page's-article concerning a
youth center for Murray in a recent
Local Issue's Forum. As a former
resident of Murray for 13 years who
grew up and went through school there,
I feel Dr. Page's comments are totally
off base.
By saying that our taxes would be
tied up in a center he is implying that
the center should be built by using local
taxes. This would not have to be the
case; however donations from public
spirited businesses as well as local
residents could be matched by a federal
grant thus paying the brunt of the
finances in the beginning.
Dr. Page's statement about the youth
resenting their parents organizing
their lives is quite true which is'allthe
more reason why Murray needs a youth
center, because the school-sponsored
activities have a measure of adult and
parental control which most youths
resent. Churches become a difficulty
for many youths who do as I did, start
questioning parts of religion and withdraw partially or completely from
church activities..
The community theatre is of little
help to solving this problem, due to
limiting factors such a scope of activity
and being limited to only those few
people with the ability and desire to act.
An overwhelming reason that
Murray must have a center is to help
relieve the boredom of the youth. I wish
I icneW how many times I had heard

youths around. town say: "There's
nothing to do, I'm so bored."
A usual solution to this was to go
down to Tennessee and get drunk. The
boredom I submit is what causes the
large number of youths to turn to
alcohol and drugs to _alleviate the
boredom. And anyone who thinks
Murray doesn't have a large drug and
alcohol problem is either naive or blind.
It seems funny to me that these articles dealing with a youth center were
written by Murray State ,instructors
when, it is the university who a few
years ago decided that only their
students, faculty and their families
would be allowed to use the facilities of
the Carr Health Building. This stopped
many local youths, myself included,
from- having a place to go to play
basketball, racketball and other indoor
games.
.
In conclusion I would like to say
Murray is a community on the grow
and a youth center would be another
attraction which could help draw new
industry and business to Murray which
in turn keeps the community thriving.
While I am now living in Ltxington
arid atteriding'school here I do plan .to
return to Murray upon my graduation
and feel that the building of a youth
center would be a big plus for the city in
years to come.
Sincerely
Chuck Higginbotham
381 Elaine Dr. No. 214 •
Lexington, Ky: 40504
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Values And Society

Si

"transmission of the society's.vlaues
One of-the„oft-repeated statements of
has been neutralized in moil colleges
the day is "Don't be judgmental."
and universities as the research funcThis is-mistaken and harmful advice. - tion
has become dominant. The
An 'individual, family, institution or
'unrestricted
search for truth'
society that fails to make value
necessitates that all points of view
judgments displays black oflaurpose
should be equally welcome and this
and direction and won't survive. The
value-netitrality has foreclosed a
non-judgmental person or institution
formal intent to teach all students any
iiievitabty slides into a nihilist
ideals, any taboos, any obligations or
philosophy in which no value is aceven concepts of right or wrong."
another.
corded superiority over
Dr. Howard observed that the valueNihilism is the root evil of our time. It
neutrality of a university "has an inundermines resistance to everything
sidious effect upon the students. If the
from the drug culture to tyrannical
assemblage of brilliant, highly-trained
government. A nihilistic lack of values
scholars who comprise the faculty take
is the path to the extinction of civilized
the position that it makes no-difference
life. It ushers in vicious manipulation of
if the student does or does not behave in
human beings.
a civilized fashion, use illegal drugs, or
Tragically, many - educational indefy the time-tested codes of sexual
stitutions in the United States have
morality, that indifference by such an
helped smooth the way for such
august body may overwhelm the values
nihilism by stressing the non- nutured in the student
by his family in
judgmental approach.
earlier years."
the
Dr. John Howard, director of
Given this situation in many colleges,
Rockford College Institute in Illinois, it's no wonder that
we are developing a
in
a
problem
recently addressed this
value free society. In New York City,letter to the London Telegraph.
the newly elected mayor announced
In the United States, he wrote, the
that the city won't pay any attention to
the "affectional preference" of its
employees, a concenssion to militant
homosexuals. The American Civil
Liberties Union_ misconstrues the spirit
By The Associated Press
of liberty to the point where it upholds
Today is Tuesday, March 14, the 73rd the right of Nazis to
march in Skokie,
day of 1978. There are 292 days left in III., a city with a large
population of
the year.
Jewish survivors of Nazi concentration
Today's highlight in history:
camps. Several states are considering
On this date in 1794, Eli Whitney the idea of no-fault
divorces, which
received a patent on his cotton gin, an suggest that
changing mates doesn't
invention which revolutionized the involve any
element of marital
American South.
obligation or apportionment of blame.
On this date:
If value-neutrality permeates our
In 1643, the Rhode _Island colonies of society, the United States
woo3ndure
Newport and Portsmouth were united. as a free nation. It won't
be able to
In 1743, the first town meeting in resist resolute foes,abroad.
A country
America was held, at Faneuil Hall in without convictions,
agreed yalues, and
Boston.
truths accepted on the . basis of
In 1879, physicist Albert Einstein was traditional authority is a
country
born in Ulm, Germany.
devoid of meaning and purpose, and
In 1945, the U.S. flag was formally lacking in the strength necessary
for
raised on Iwo Jima after a hard-won survival in a crisis.
victory over Japanese troops holding
Dr. Howard calls for remedial
the island. •
training in citizenship to renew values.
In 1965, Israel's cabinet formally As he rightly states, a free society lives
approved establishment of diplomatic by observance of informal codes, not by
relations with West Germany.
everyone "doing his own thing." A
In 1976,President Anwar Saciat asked clear understanding of this is needed
Egypt's parliament to cancel a treaty today on th part of parents, educators,
with the Soviet Union, charging that clergymen"and public officials. This
Moscow had failed to provide arms that renewed understanding is a civic
had been promised.
necesSity.
Ten years ago: It was disclosed that
American combat deaths in seven
WRITE A LETTER
years of warfare in Vietnam had passed
Letters to the editor are welcomed
20,000.
and encouraged. All letters must be
' Five years ago: The United States
signed by the writer and the writer's
lifted an embargo on arms shipments to
address and phone number must be
India and Pakistan.
included for verification. The phone
One year ago: Gunmen in India faild
number will not be published.
in an attempt to assassinate the son of
Letters should be typewritten and
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Sanjay
double-spaced whenever possible
Gandhi.
and should be on topics of general
Today's birthdays': The heir to the
interest.
throne of Monaco, Albert Grimaldi, is
-Editors _reserve the right to
20 years old. Actress Rita Tushingham
condense or reject any letter and
is 36.
limit frequent writers.
Thought for today: A very great part
Address correspondence to.:
Of the mischiefs that vex this world
Editor,' The Murray Ledger &
arises from words — Edmund Burke, Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.4202). .
British statesman, l729-17g7:

Today In History
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Here's the Answer ffffi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsieatures
—
a year we apact to have a house built with
a solar energy system to take
care of a large part of our
heating and cooling requirements and especially te _ heat
water. We know there are two
ways to store the heat for distribution when it is needed, one
called rock storage and one
called water storage. Although
we have read something about
these storage methods, the subject is. still rather confusing.
Can you help to clarify it for
us?
A. — There are more than
two workable ways to store the
heat from the sifn and dozens
of other methods that now are
being tested, although the two
you mention are the Most common at this time. In the rock
storage method, an insulated
storage unit is almost filled
with rocks, WIWI* small rocks
and sometimes more in the
pebble size. Air from the solar
collectors is blown into and
through the rocks, which have
the capacity to retain heat.
That heat is pulled from the
rocks when needed and dis_ _tributed throughout the house
lis-hot'air-through ducts. In water storage, the process is
roui similar, except that it
is le s ed water that retains
the heat and distributes it.
This, of course, is a simplified
explanation of the subject.

not by itself. It is spread on the
surface of the wood and then
rubbed with a fine ade of
a aSive paper.
it probably works well, you can probably get a better result with
powdered pumice and oil. If
you want to try the talcum
.powder, don't test it oo a piece_
of good furniture. Not having
tried it, although I have heard
about the procedure, I can't
safely recommend it.
Q. — I want to put insulation
in the attic floor. I expect to
remove all the loose fill insulation already there — there
isn't much of it
place
mineral wool batts between the
joists. Can the batts just be laid
in place or do they have to be
stapled?
A. — They do not need to be
stapled. Do you have a particular reason for removing the old
loose fill? It's usually left there
and the balls placed on top of
it. But if you do that, check to
see whether there is a vapor
barrier under the loose fill. If
there is,.get butts without a vapor barrier. Should you go
ahead with your original idea
of removing all the loose fill,
then use balls with a vapor
barrier and be sure the vapor
barrier is face down; that is,
resting on the ceiling below.
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Bathroom storage is a favored feature among homebuyers, who also appreciate the good looks and low maintenance of modern bathrioom vanities. Those that carry a
certification seal of the National Kitchen Cabinet Association have been laboratory-tested to prove their structural strength and finish resistance to hard wear and
harsh bathroom conditions such as heat and humidity.
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Bathroom Storage
Helps Sell Homes

The problem:" --iritchen
clutter. 'The solution: organized storage. Sound familiar'
The National Kitchen
Cabinet Association says
many homemakers who long
for an uncluttered kitchen
know organization is the
answer. But, they need help in
"getting it together." NKCA
has some suggestions
Remember that "everything in .its place" assumes
there is a place for everything. If the kitchen lacks adequate storage space, the clutter problem can't be solved.
Since 'storage generally depends on cabinets, be sure
there are enough. Preassembled units, ready to install, are available in a variety of sizes, shapes and styles.
They come as wall, base or
corner units to make max- Whitt use of the kitchen area.

What's often missing in of *the bathroom's storage
many bathrooms is adequate space, they must be adequate
POOP
notonly-for -linens- and medi-storage space:—
•I%
e. lit
1%,
1.
"Sufficient storage is eines, but for the family's supProvide cabinets for each
probably_ one of the greatest ply of health and beauty aids
shortcomings in present and for those "extras" that "work center"—food prepara(For either of Andy Lang's
71booklets, "Wood Finishing in
bathrooms," says James L. range from detergents for tion, cooking, clean-up--so
the Home" or "How to Save
Dooley, executive vice presi- hand-washed clothing to the- items can be kept in the appropriate place. Also, items
/(A/030 P
'MST FLOOR PLAN
Money by Insulating," send 35
dent Of the National Kitchen children's bathtub toys.
together should be stored
used
cents and a long, STAMPED,
Cabinet Association. THIS GROUND-HUGGING ranch was designed to give maximum use to the
Bathrooms are also hard together. For example: pots
Q. — I have been told that
s e If-addressed envelope to
bathrooms," he
"Most
Paul
.
The
family
room,
three
Samuel
basic
HA1030P
by
living
in
Plan
areas
to
heat,
subjected
use areas
ordinary talcum does a fine job
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntand covers, potholders, Meat
points out, "provide storage
hub of the informal living area, features a fireplace and easy access to the
' water splashes, _thermometers, spatulas,
humidity,
when used to nib down furniington, N.Y. 11743. Question of
-•
medicine-twesidast room. The basic house, which includes a full
porch,
kitchen
and
tiny
-Avitb--1)
,
'00tY
soar scum, even -rfainitelt
iture:bViilam notiturelihether- general Interest .fl. be anbasement, has 1,722 square feet of floor space, excluding the garage and'
cabinet ant, otcasionally, a — spi Is. To last, bathroom tongs,:.timer; broiler "foil and
I was being put on. Is this so?
swered in the column, but indiseasonings all belong near the
information, write to the architect—enclosing a stamped,
more
For
porch.
usually
linen closet, What's
A. — Talcum powder has
vidual correspondence cannot
- equipment and vanities must
self-addressed envelope—at 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N Y 11375.
missing, and in great demand, stand_ the daily gaff. NKCA range.
been used in this manner, but
be undertaken.)
'_ •
are built-in clothes hampers, - certified' Cabinets'are design- Take advantage of cabinet
corner cabinets and vani- ed to withstand years of bard features that handle special
ties."
storage needs. These include
bathroom,.. use.
"An ideal
adjustable shelves for bulky
certificaNKCA
the
To
earn
Dooley adds, "would have a
appliances, revolving shelves
manufactured
seal,,
tion
variety of storage facilities to
keep small jars and bottles
to
bathroom
,kitclten_cabinets
or
_
meet-the differinikneedr,ouin.,_
pull-out wire baskets
handy,
meet
the
to
have
vanities
dividual families."
perfor- for clumsy scoops and dipand
construction
1;41464,4?wir.ae
tough
bathroom
is
present
If the
mance standards of the pers, vegetable bins, and par.adequate in sae,- NKCA sug4
appliance
doors
and
drawand
American National Standards titioned lid drawers.
gests that homeowners
By ANDY LANG
Arrange items within view
coners.
Tests
(ANSI).
Institute
AP Newsfestures
achieve'an atmosphere of priThere isn't much that can be
ducted in an independent and reach. Stack and nest only
Year after year, more money
Whether you're building a
vaey by enclosing the tub and
some
cases
involving
done
in
laboratory measure their like articles. Put short items
is spent on kitchen remodeling
or
remodeling
an
new
house
dividinstalling
shower
and
'
safety if the kitchen is not
strength, finish in front, tall ones behind.
--structural
than on any other type of home
get
is
apt
to
old one, no room
ing. walls between the toilet
being remodeled, but many
and -ability to Place cans so lablis can be
resistance,
improvement.
as much attention as the kitchand wash-up areas. This helps
times changes can be made to
daily use seen. Store seasonal or dupliIt might appear that this is
punishing
withstand
en. There are good reasons:
minimize the number of hazease daily traffic-jams and alcate items on top shelvei,
simply because kitchen remodyears.
ards. For instance, changing
• The kitchen requires more
lows more-than one person to for
eling, when undertaken on a
heavy articles in base cabirefrigerator
location
of
a
and
the
cabinets
kitchen
other
layout
than
Only
careful
same
•
room
at
the
usethe
large scale, is expenSive, espenets, and frequently used uits
open
might
prevent
.not
only
these
pass
that
vanities
bath
rooms.
. .
time.
cially wheiffierdWlirseitacl---- door from interfering with traftensils in cabinets between
•Its style depends largely on
Built-in vanities and lay- rugged tests are qualified to eye and hip level.
Unties are involved. Not so.
major
might
be
a
flow,
it
fic
"permanent" features, such
According to the National
itories with adjacent coon- display the small, round, blue - As important-as- organisastepsaver. A big aafety hazard
-Home Improvement Council, it
as tabinetS.
ter:tops" are popular additiona .-`aiiid Aife-NKCA.certifiCation tion, says NKCA, is cabinet
elechodgepodge
of
having
a
is
is also the leader numerically;
• Kitchen cabinets _ Must
td remodeled bathrooms. Dou- seal. Quality-conscious home- quality and durability. Heavy
trical wiring emanating from a
that is, it is the most altered
withstand hard daily use, and
ble lavatories with vanities buyers—as well as home re- storage loads, impacts f
just
as
it
is
in
any
outlet,
single
room in the house.
modelers—should look for the dropped cans, heat, hlpsldity,
harsh conditions such as beat
underneath provide lots of
in
the
house.
Addroom
other
Since- the kitchen, traditionand humidity.
NKCA certification emblem and potentially daI.ging food
storage
two
at
outlet
or
conuenient
another
and
ing
roomy
ally the busiest room in the
inside
a cabiher door or slams can takeilleavy
locations
is
an
keeping
these
realities
in
convenient
By
more
space.
house, is the location of many
well
worth
it.
Kitchen
expense
National
drawer.
most
mind,
says
the
provide
Nanities
Since
accidents, the homeowner planTO -be. NO'eablpets are up
lighting should be planned (if
Kitchen Cabinet Association,
ning to have a kitchen remoto the..abuse, shop for those
not
changed
(if
remodeling)
or
dream
get
a
it
is
possible
to
deled should give considerable
that carry • the NKCA cerremodeling) to provide bright
kitchen—even on a limited
attention to the elimination of
seal: It means the
--tification
room
entire
coverage
for
the
budget. The trick? Combine
hazards that sooner or later
a
lighting
with
meet
the strict conadequate
cabinets
and
cause accidents. Some of you
personal family traits and A dream kitchen takes careful planning—such us proKids are- taldess about'efing, -send 35 cents for struction and performance
minimum of shadows for speundoubtedly have heard of the
professional
plantastes
with
cific task areas or work surfacviding enough storage and countertop space for each homesafety, no matter how "Kitchen Si Bath Planning" to standards of 'the American
work triangle, formed by lines
ning principles. The result? A
es. How often have you seen a
work center. To be sure cabinets will perform well and often parents caution them. So NKCA, Box 2978, Grand CenNational Standards Institute
connecting the center fronts of
will
kitchen
that
customized
person working at sink that is
most manufacturers try to tral Station„ New York, N.Y. '(ANSI).
the sink, range and refriglook
good
through
many
years
of
bard
ust;thoose
units
for
a
the perwork hard and look good
fairly dark be
prod- 10017. ,
erator. The sum of the sides of
that carry the National Kitchen Cabinet Association cer- build safety into their
the light
son's body is
long time.
ucts.
the triangle should not exceed
in
from the ov
Here are some suggestions tification seal.
Kitchen and bathroom cab23 feet, engineers tell us, if
the center of the room? A light from NKCA:
maximum efficiency is to be
,
of one another's way.
angle "points." Fill the inets are an example. The,piawill
solve
the
the
sink
over
cookthe
family's
•
Satisfy
achieved. Often neglected, howtional Kitchen Cabinet-AssoTWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
problem. But nobody is going to
ing and eating habits. Is there • Simplify cooking and clean- spaces between with cabinets ciation recommendt-the use
ever, is the safety factor. When
it unless it is
anything
about
do
ing
chores
by
setting
up
a
and
countertops
to
provide
'We Urge You To Compare"
aplots of snacking? An eating
the work triangle is in the path
of cabinets JIM carry an
recognized as a problem.
Any Kind- Anywhere - Anytime
of most traffic through the
counter would be handy. "work triangle." Zone the propriate storage and work
NKCA certification seal. The
room to adjacent areas, it be=
Anyone bake? Consider a kitchen into three work cen- space for each center. This ar(Do-it-yourserfers will 'get
' - rounik-4, blue an,d white
comes a danger section of the
separate See-thrdugh Oven. -ters-400d storage, wash-up. rangement- -eirminates back,
help from Andy
considerable
e,mblem,\usually found inside
house. Combine hot dishes, apMore than one person in- and food preparation—and tracking, saving steps an
Lang's handbook,. "Practical
Phone 1 502=264M
cabinet doors or drawers, inplace
the
major
appliance
for
pliances, kitchen utensils and
time".
•
by
available
Repairs,"
preparation?
Home
volved in meal
dicates the units are designed
traffic and you have the poteneach—refrigerator,
sink.
•
Don't
stint
on
newspaper
storage
this
to
$1.50
VA GARAGE
sending
Double sinks and plenty of
to take hard daily use—even
tial for accidents.
tri- space—utensils, appliances
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
work space will keep them out range—at equidistant
Good planning before the reand, kitchen &gets accum- misuse.
modeling begins can keep traf"F"or example: children
ulate rapidly. Cabinets proHere's How
fic out of the work area. and
climbing on, base cabinet
vide
most
kitchen
storage,
so
clearance
be_. provide adequate
2 GARAGE
install enough -units for future shelyeq to wash their hands or
tween fixtures and appliances.
get a drink of water; or hangneeds,
Preaisembled
units
appliand
an
When a cabinet
can be wall-mounted, set un- ing on cabinet doors.
ance are opposite each other,
NKCA certified cabinets
.
_
der-counters, and even placed
there should be a space of at
Member Trigg Co. Chamber of Commerce
BANK
By VIVIAN BROWN
cent over 1976. Significantly,
Must pass tough laboratory
danger for all homes; high
in
least 46 inches between them.
storage
corners.
Special
FINANCING
they
AP
expect
and Ky. Western Wateriend
sales
of
about
the
Newsfeatures
%finds
and
floods.
tests
further
of
Nothing
Down
their structural
Safety specialists say
problems can be solved with
Inflation is pushing working- same amount in 1978.
Mail Cam r
that when such futures are
such optional features as ad- strength and finish' resistance
All new mobile homes are
The
class
mobile
home
families
out
industry
of
the
in
mobile
or
1 NAME
each
angles
to
placed at right
to
harsh
conditions
such
as
Coned
justable
or
revolving
shelves.
equipped
with
smoke
detectors
home market, but sales to the last few years has lost what
'ADDRESS
other and separated by a pasheat
and
humidity.
on
the
walls
or
ceiling
near
•
Select
cabinets
for
quality,
it
considered the traditional
Americans in middle-income
502. PHONE
sageway,they should be spaced
They have to meet construcbedroom areas. Owners of oldgood design, sturdiness, and
brackets are increasing be- market, working-class families,
g BEST TIME TOSEE
a minimum of 30 inches apart.
er
homes
are
tion
and
urged
to
install
performance stancause conventional homes are because of inflation. But this
to set the room's decorative
In an L- or U-shaped kitchen,
5224488
these
detectors,
also
especially
in
helps the mobile home
beyond their budgets, say intone. Manufactured cabinets dards of the American
the minimum edge distance befield because of the increased
dustry spokesmen.
are available - in various au- National Standards Institute
sleeping
areas.
the
tween an appliance and an adMobile home manufacturers sales to the middle-income
thentic styles—Colonial, con- !ANSI) to qualify for cerIn addition; faMllies should
jacent corner should be 9
expect to boost sales again this group and there are fewer reand
escape
plans
fire
make
temporary,
traditional, pro- tification.
inches from the edge of a sink,
P.O Box 669, Hwy 68 West Cada, Ky
Phone 1-502-522-6488
year when more than 300,000 strictions on mobile home ownan
to
do
in
NKCA also suggests comdrills
on
what
hold
16 inches from the refrigerator
vincial—and
in a wide range
ers
these
units
will
days.
become
the
resiHama Newel S. Operated Stave fairy a Roger Meow
window
center
The
exit
emergency.
mon
sense
and 14 inches from the
safety
measures
of
woodgrain
finishes,
from
Th
o
se
occupying mobile
dences for many Americans,
required in every bedroom
of the nearest range burner. It
for the kitchen and bath: use
dark cherry to pale oak.
In fact, three out of four fam- homes can obtain the same
be broken if there is no
should
may sound like carrying mat•To be sure of the cabinets' paper cup dispensers, make*
broad
protection
ilies
in
provided
search
of
a
by
new
home
erriergeii-•
to
open
it
in
an
time
ters a little far to worry aboUt
tong- .life, low 'maintenance: sure children can distinguish
homeowners' insurance poi-.
priced under $30,000 are turning
"cy.
precise measurements, but
ides, says the Insurance Infeir,
and resistance to daily abuse, between hot and cold faucets,
to mobile homes, claim reprethese recommended minimum
mation Institute.
Proper blocking and besentatives of the Manufactured
use NKCA certified cabinets. and don't put slippable throw
distances allow people to pass
downs are essential for mobile
Special coverage can be proHousing Institute.
These cabinets meet the -rugs on tile floors.
each other safely while using
homes
vided
If
the
as
home is at least 10
The source, manufacturers of
protection against
For more information on
stringent construction and
the fixtures, carrying hot food
both winds and floods. Steel
feet wide and 40 feet long —
mobile homes, in 1977 increased
performance standards of the cabinet selection and remodand opening and closing cabinet
straps
for
dimensions
its sales approximately 10 pereasily surpassed by
the ties, anchors and
American National Standards
tensioning devices make up the
most popular units. In fact,
Institute (AN!).
tie-down anchor set. The numnearly one-third of all mobile
ber of tie-downs depends on anhomes shipped last year werr
Indication of NKCA cerWO.
double-vrides---two units comticipated wind velocity.
tification is a small, round,
Tired ofpaying those
bined to make a home 24 feet
blue and white seal found inSteel straps for the ties are
to 28 feet wide, These are ususide- the cabinet door or
high heating Mb?
now required on new mobile
drawer. To earn the NKCA
ally mobile only once, while
units by federal law. They are
being trucked to their percertification seal, cabinets
concealed under the exterior, a
manent location.
must pass a series of -tough
procedure
that
makes
the
units
Stop in Et discuss your
The Institute recommends
m or e attractive. Tie-down • laboratory.tests that measure
for
new
that
shoppers
mobile
equipment might be purchased
their structural strength and
fireplace or woodstove
homes look for the manufacfrom and installed by a profes- finish . resistance to years of
certifies
turer's
seal,
which
needs with us.
sional installer.
day-to-day kitchen wear. .For
that the unit meets the coninstance,
in structural tests
struction and safety standards
lack
that
Older mobile homes
of the U.S Department of
tie-downs are prime candidates cabinets must withstand overWe have a BURNING desire
loaded shelves and drawers..
Housing and Urban Developfor damage and often complete
Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
hard pulls and bangs on doors,
ment.
demolition by strong winds, into please
again Co,ers beautifully, clnes quickly, with no palmy order Paint a
A new unit or one moved to
surance limns point out. Own- and impacts from dropped
room in the afternoon, entertain in it that avenutg• (''.ontpiements vow
another location should undergo
ers of such homes should have objects. Finishes must' demfurnishings, retains its colorful beauty for years Cleans up easily with
soap and water Spruce-Up
the most beautiful paint a little money can
a checkup of its fuel lines to
both over-the-top and frame tie- onstrate resistanee to tembuy'
prothe furnace, water heater and
their
down installations for
perature extreines, humidity,
appliances by a qualified sefivtection.
food spills, grease, and water
Save $2.50
ice man before utilities are con•
and detergent splashes.
nected.
Regular
$8.99 per gal.
.DitaHed information on
The consumer's manual that
Although the French visit, kitchen planning is available
comes with each home must be Sherbrooke Village, a resiorP: ,in a 16-page illustrated
NOW $649
studied carefully. LiteraturOn 19th-century gold mining boor
mobile home safety is also town in Nova Scotia, as earl', 'booklet, which Can be obCross
Red
tained for 35 cents prom the
available from insurance comse'
is counting
Olympic Plaza
panies and their agents or bro- as 1655, the town was not 180( National Kitchen Cabinet
tied permanently until
N
A.
ssoc
v.,1i0o
On you.
ati7
1 ,Box 2978. Grand
kers, the Institute notes.
Murray,Ky. 42071
753-4150
104 MAPLE STREET
PHONE 153.3!61 ,
when Englistihspeaktr,• Central Station, New York,
These manuals emphasize
MURRAY.KENTUCKY .
42071
three major hazards: fire, a pioneers arrived.
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'Dream' Kitchen Depends
On Down-to-Earth Plans

Plan Kid-Safe Home

GARAGES
CUSTOM BUILT Models On Display

199r

Mobile Home Market Is Changing

$259000

Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages

Spruce Up
Your Nest!

Time.
Money.
Blood.
We need all

'FIREPLACE

you can,

spare.

SHOPPE

1

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
.
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Rod Carew . H
. appy To Pa
Price Of Being Success

MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS — The Murray Middle School basketball team finished with a 7-1 record this seinen. Top row, left to
right, are Coach Lee Hook, Den Hargrove, David Schmaltz, Kyle Evans, Walter Payne, Jimmy West end assistant coeds George
Boyd.'Middle row, Mike Boggess, Charlie Santagado, Todd Swain, John Frye, Stuart Alexander, Ken Murphy, Ronnie Pace and
David McMillen. Front row, manager Todd Rutherford, David McCuiston, Darren Hooper, Tim Brown, Jeff Owens, Robert
Billington and manager Randy Halley.

By WILL GRTMSLEY
"They all want to know the Minnesota's personality of the
Another subject baseball's
AP Special Correspondent
same thing," said the sleek, year, winner of the Clemente, top hitter disdains is that of his
ORLANDO,FILLIAP} "If 33-year-old Panamanian. "Do Griffith and other awards — $190,000 contract, which exthey would let, me, I would I think I can become the first Carew wears his success well. pires at the end of the 1978
hang a sign around my neck," man since Williams to bat
"I've grown up in the last season,leaving an option year
said,Rod Carew. "It would .400? What's my secret? Do I few years," he confessed. "I before he can enter the ,free
read, 'I don't know whether I have anything special going used to be. very moody and agent sweepstakes.
for me?
cashit.400."
introverted — a loner. I
Why, with lesser players
"It would save us all a lot of
"The questions get old...But resented invasions of my becoming
instant trouble."
I don't mind. I understand it's privacy. I was suspicious of millionaires, doesn't he
The flirtation with that a price a guy has to pay, and I reporters. I felt they didn't demand -renegotiation of his
magical but elusive plateau — feel fortunate that I am the always give you a fair shake. agreement?
last achieved by Boston's Ted one who has to pay it."
"I've overcome that now. "A contract is a contract,"
Williams 25 years ago — has
Most decorated of the 700 or rve insulated myself — built a he snaps, "I have no- axe to
made Minnesota's ' punch- so players who paraded across kind of shell around myself. I grind. I have been treated
hitting first baseman the No. 1 the major league stage last know who I am and whatlam. well."
individual attraction of season — Most Valuable I roll with the punch. I don't let
baseball's spring training.
Player in the American anything bug me."
Carew played hide-and-seek
By the scores, newsmen,- League, Player of the Year,
Few modern super stars in with the .400 mark most of last
magazine editors, TV and
any sport have maintained a season. His 239 base bits were
radio commentators are
leveler head under such ego- the most in the majors since
flocking to the Twins' finker
Chosen For Field
inflating circumstances.
Bill Terry got 254 in 1930 when
Field. All have one purpose:
Carew has signed with the he batted .401 with the Giants.
By The Associated Press
an interview with the man who
William Morris Agency, the Rod was voted to the All-Star
-batted .388 — a- record 50 MISSION, Kan. (AP) — high-powered talent agency team for the llth straight
points higher than any other Mankato State ( Minn.) and which deals with movie year.
Lake Forest College (I11.)
-major league batter.
celebrities, TV hotshots and
The Twins' siege gun
have been chosen to parpast presidents, but has no dismisses the suggestion that
ticipate in the first National
desire to make a - quick he possesses some miracle
Collegiate Athletic
commercial killing.
hitting formula.
Association Division II ice
"I told them to leave me "I am not the scientific
hockey championship March alone
during
baseball hitter Williams was," he
16-18 in Springfield, Mass.
season," he said. "I don't concedes. "I can't follow all
SYRACUSE,,N.Y.(AP)—.
want,td jump at everything — 'those chart& on how to hit
Lake Forest,2/-4, will be the
John "Jake" Crouthamel, who
to do something just to be inside and low outside pitches.
_No.
1-ranked
team
from
the
gave up coaching after taking'
doing it. When I pull on this I've always hit them well.
Dartmouth to three Ivy West and will play the- East's uniform, I want no outside . "As Williams insists,
No.
2
team
March
17,
in
the
League titles in seven football
distractions. I want to con- eyesight is very important.
seasons, has been named first round of the tournament. centrate on baseball."
Too many hitters lose the ball
Mankato State, 16-15-1, the
athletic director at Syracuse
and freeze when it gets to the
West's No. 2 team, will play
University.
plate. I can pick up the ball as
Crouthamel was scheduled the No. 1 team from the East
it leaves Abe pitcher's hand
to assume administrative March 16.
and follow its movement all
The teams representing the
responsibilities for Syracuse
the way.
University's 11-sport program East will be announced March
"So I'm never surprised. I
here effective April 3, 13, _ American International
think I ought to hit the ball
LUTZ,
Fla.
(AP)
—
Sixtyhosting
the
tourSyracuse University officials College is
two greyhound racing dogs every time I come to bat."
nament.
said Monday.
- valued at an estimated
Crouthamel played football
$200,000 have perished in an
for Dartmouth and later for
electrical fire at a kennel
BASKETBALL
the Boston Patriots and Dallas
north of Tampa,police said.
Cowboys of the National
NEW YORK — Butch Lee,
Officials said 28 dogs were
Football League. Me succeeds the dynamic backcourt pulled to safety during the
By The Ass dated Press
catalyst
of
Lester Dye, who served as
Marquette, was Monday blaze, which inBOYS
dean of admissions here named the winner of the vestigators said was traced to 8th Regien
_„
Tr-why as the an electrical short in the
before becoming athletic Adolph
Shelby Co 72 Oldham Cd59
director. Dye has been Associated Press' College wiring of a plug. "
Scott Co 72 Eminence 70
athletic director since 1973 but Basketball Player of the Year.
Many of the dogs that 2nd Region
The gifted 6-foot-1 Lee burned at Hoffer's kennel
is retiring to live in Virginia.
Christian Co 94 Henderson
Crouthamel, 39, resigned as received 121 votes in were retired, police said. Co 87(0T)
North Several had been prized
Dartmouth football coach at outdistancing
Livingston Central 81 W.
the endof last season. He had Carolina's Phil Ford by a 2-1 champions.
Hopkins 73
margin.
compiled a 41-20-2 record.
The kennel had been 12th Region
converted from a house Somerset71 Lincoln Co69
recently, and the loss wtas not Danville 65 Wayne Co 53
insured, according to kerumel 16th Region
Ash Blazer 55 Rowan Co 52
owner Mary Hoffer.
Boyd Co 61 Russell Co 60
"This will just about ruin
us," she said.

Crouthamel Picked
As AD At Syracuse

Greyhound Racing
Dogs Die In Fire

High School Scores

PERFECT SEASON — The Murray Middle School girls' basketball team finished with a perfect 8-0 season. Measbers of the team
are top row, left to right, Lori Samba:her, Lynette Thompson, Karla Russell, Kim Tharp*, Harriet Haell,44eleinie Kelly and
Velvet Jones. Front row, Glenda Fox, Anita Smith, Alison Marshall, Tina Swift, Donna Rousse and Jill Badmen. Coach Beth Broach
is not pictured.

Standing On
The Firing Line

Bird, Sycamores Set To
Go Up Against Rutgers

By Mike Brandon
Spot-U, Fdttor

If You Drive Or Jog, Read This One
Baseball, hot dogs,apple pie and jogging.
Purists might argue two junk foods do not belong in with
two physical activities but, it's the last of these four
American trademarks that we deal with today.
In the past five years, jogging has become the most
popular form of exercise in the United States. Companies
which manufacture jogging shoes are enjoying an
economic boom.
And let's face it, even if we don't jog, it does look classy to
wear a nice pair of Pumas or Adidas or Nikes or
Brooks or...
The best thing about jogging is it can be done at anytime,
regardless of one's schedule. A person may jog at five in the
morning or at five in the evening. There are no fees to pay,
no closing hours or no fortune has to be spent on equipment.
As for myself, the bulge in the stomach may tell on me.
Since the weather was so terrible all winter, your Ledger &Times sports editor didn't spend much time jogging on
College Farm Road.
Also, he managed to kick the smoking habit about a year
ago and believe me, if you smoke, go out and jog some. It's
the best, incentive in the world and it's a lot cheaper than
"One Step At A Time."
However,the weather is beginning to bi-eak now and most
of us will be returning to the roads soon. Some have been
going all year and to them we can only say we admire your
courage and hope you have recovered from the plastic
surgery needed to repair the frostbite damage.
However, spring or fall, summer or winter, it takes
courage to jog. You see, there are some people who just
don't appreciate joggers. Perhaps they feel guilty because
they don't dolt themselves.
About five years ago, we had some problems in our area
with unfriendly motorists who just couldn't "keep it between the ditches" when they were near a jogger.
However,so many people have now taken up jogging that
Murray, for its population, is like driving around Eugene,
-Oregon. And we must compliment the people in our area
who have shown respect and concern for joggers. Never once has anybody tried to run me off the road or throw bottles
or cans.
But that's not always the case in other places. And a

friend of ours, former Murrayan Barry Stokes, had a
frightening experience in Louisville last week.
The following story is by Vickora Clepper of the
Louisville Times:
Since Barry Stokes, 25,took up jogging about a year ago,
passing motorists have spit at him, cursed him and hurled
bottles at him. But when someone shot him with a pellet
gun,that was too much. Stokes, who lives in the Cherokee Park area, was on a 10mile jog Thursday afternoon when he heard a car speed up
behind him. Thinking it would try to run him off the road,he
jumped out of the way.
"Then I heard a sound like a firecracker and my hip started burning," Stokes said.
He thought he'd been shot with a bullet, but looking down,
he saw it hadn't penetrated his clothing.
He continued running and when he rounded a curve,spied
a welcome sight. Another car had slid and had blocked the
road. The three people from the car from which the shot
had come, two men and a woman, had gotten out to try to
help.
As soon as they saw Stokes, though, they got back into
their own car and locked the door, he said. He decided to
take revenge: He kicked the car and uttered a few choice
words.
Then another jogger, who had been running behind
Stokes, came up. He said he'd been shot at too, but not hit.
The two of them began rocking the car. Several people, who
had been pushing the car that was stuck, came back to help
the two joggers after they'd heard what had happened.
When the road was clear again, the car with the pellet
shooters managed to speed off.
Stokes was left with a half-dollar size bruse from th4shot,
but some satisfaction.
"They were laughing when they drove off, but they were
scared," he said. "I guess they thought they shot a wild

'Breds Open At Home
4

See Marjorie Majoi
Trove! Consultant

ma LANDS TRAVEL, AGEMCI

TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. Itairmisik
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Informatioh and
Travel Literature call
.,.

753-GOGO (4646)
White Nouse Office Beading,
111 Mein Street

„dials

OMR

It's a good thing the baseball'Breds have been in Hawaii.
Johnny Reagan usually opens his season on the Friday of
the First Region Basketball Tournament semifinals.
Had he so chosen this year, half the season would have
been wiped out by weather.
The home opener for MSU is next Tuesday when the
University of Illinois visits Reagan Field for a twinbill. The
LAU and 'Breds will play twinbWs on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Then a week from this Saturday; the 'Breds open conference play with a home twin bill
against Middle Tennessee.
'Murray has the pitching this season and if the 'Breds can
get the bats going, then we should be in for a fine spring.
Doubleheaders begin at 1 p. m. and single games-start at 3
'
p. m. and we'd !Bre to remind people, when the 'Breds are
' on the diamond,the best entertainment in town 1.9-fre.e.

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

TENNIS
By The Associated Press
game of that round will be
WASHINGTON — FourthAll-American Larry Bird played Wednesday night —
leads Indiana State against Nebraska, 22-7, at. No. 17 seeded Raul Ramirez of
Mexico scored a 6-2, 7-6 vicRutgers tonight in the quar- Texas,22-5.
tory
over Kim Warwick of
terfinals of the National
Dayton is counting heavily
Invitation Tournament, and _on its, home-court advantage ,Australia in the first round of
both coaches are looking against Georgetown. The the $125,000 Washington stop
forward to it.
Flyers are 17-2 on their home on the men's tennis tour.
BOSTON — Wimbledon
"We feel that Larry is the court, where they beat
most complete player in the Fairfield 108-93 in the NIT's champion Virginia Wade of
Great Britain beat Julie
country,".says Indiana State first round.
Coach Bob King. "He's not
Georgetown, which lost its Anthony 7-6, 6-4 in the opening
just a scorer. He does it all."
Copies from our new,
last two regular season, round of a $100,000 women's
"It should be a super games, edged Virginia 70-68 in tennis tournament.
Ion-cost 695 Dry toptee/ire
game," sa)fs Rutgers Coach overtime in its NIT opener. -something else. They'ri
Tom Young. "Bird's aprich, black. Solids are
Detroit, which beat Virginia
TRACK AND FIELD
pearance at the Athletic Commonwealth 94-88 in its
completely filled. Some say
CHARLESTON, 'W.Va. —
Center will surely create firstround game, brings a Four athletes and two coaches
they look as if they're been
printed See for yourself, no
added excitement."
high-powered offense that is were chosen to be inducted in
The 6-foot-9 Bird leads averaging 94.8 points per the National Track and Field
obtsgation Cali US.
Indiana State, 23-8, with game against North Carolina Hall of Fame. The coaches
averages of 30 points and 11 State, which beat South were Larry. Synder of Ohio
rebounds per game. He's Carolina 82-70.
Robert F.
State and
shooting 53 percent from the
"Our defense is going to Gigengack of Yale. Also
field, 80 percent from the free have to be at least comparable named were athletes Thomas
throw line. He also leads the to the South Carolina game," Courtney of Fordham,the late
team in assists with 172 and is said Norm Sloan, coach of Glenn Hardin of LSU,Tommie
second in steals with 28.
North Carolina State. "We are Smith of San Jose State and
116 NORTH 7T1t
Rutgers, 22-6, has a 6-9 star going to have to contain them John Woodruff of the
MAYFIELD
247.5912
.of its own in James Bailey, inside and outside."
University of Pittsburgh.
who,like Bird, has one year ofcollege eligibility left.
Bailey tops the Scarlet
Knights with averages of 24
points and 9 rebounds per
game and totals of 110 dunks,
64 blocked shots and 50 steals
for the season.
The two will probably not go
head-to-head very often,
however, as Bird plays forward while Bailey i's Rutgers'
center.
Indiana State, which uses a
one-guard offense, will have a
size advantage with Bird, 6-11
DeCarsta Webster, 6-7 Harry
Morgan and 6-8 Brad Miley.
Rutgers has Bailey in the
middle with 6-6 Hollis
Copeland and 6-7 Abdel
Obtain Application From
Anderson at the forwards.
Both clubs posted two-point
victories in their NIT openers,
Indiana State upsetting
Illinois State 73-71 and
Rutgers trimming Army 72-70.
The Indiana State-Rutgers
game at Piscataway, New
Jersey, is one of three second
round NIT contests. The
others pit Detroit, 25-3,
103 N:4th St., Murray
against North CarolinS State,
10-9, and Georgetown, 22-8,
against-Dayton, 19;9. The last
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Norton Says Spinks May
Be 'Confused And Used'
ATLANTA (AP) - Ka' the winner of the NortonNorton, who apparently has (Duane), Bobick fight," which
been sn urited. into the -Norton won.
ai-Erthappen.
background
in
the
"He (Au) said he would
heavyweight boxing picture, fight the winner of the Youngsays new champion Leon Norton fight (which Norton
Spinks is confused and being won). It didn't happen. He
used by the people around then said after this fight, he
him.
would fight me but he lost.
"I think he(Spinks)-is being Spinks, however, signed the
used, exploited. He's around same document," Norton
devious people," Norton said said.
in an interview Monday night
"It's
pretty
obvious
with WXIA television sport- somebody is trying'to avoid
scaster Steve Sommers.
me," said the 32-year-old
"He'going to end up with no Norton.
money," said Norton."Leon is
Shortly after Spinks beat Ali
a nice individual. I've met his
mother and she's a God- in a decision for the title last
fearing woman. I hope he has month, Norton was offered
somebody watching his $200,000 to fight Spinks.
"Sure, it was an insult.
money.If not; he's in trouble."
Norton, a top contender That's very true. They thought
since defeating Muhammad I would not take it, be insulted,
Ali in 1973 in a non-title fight, a slap at my ego. But I believe
said he was promised a title I would have been in the
fight with the winner of the backroural for another year
Ali-Spinks fight but now it and I couldn't afford that, so I
appears that the two will have accepted the $200,000," said
Norton, who has had two title
a rematch.
"He (Spinks) sighed a legal fights, losing a decision to Ali
statement, saying he would and being knocked out by
fight me if he won," Norton George Foreman. "I'm not
said. "Ali said he would fight bitter."

Conferences

=in

Marquette's Butch Lee
Wins Adolph Rupp Award

could Reali TV Bundle
Busby Appears To Be Headed
Toward Good Comeback Start
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
If they gave an award for
Comeback Player of the
Spring, Steve Busby of the
Kansas City Royals would
have-to-be considered an early
favorite.
The 28-year-old righthander, coming off rotator
cuff shoulder surgery in 1976
and a knee operation last
year, pitched two strong innings Monday as the Kansas
City Royals edged the Cincinnati Reds_1-3 in an 11-inning
exhibition baseball game.
That was one inning less
than all last season, when
Busby made one lone appearance for Daytona Beach
in the Florida State League
and was tagged for 11 hits in
three - innings.
, Quite a
comedown for the only pitcher
in baseball history to throw a
no-hitter in each of his first
two seasons.
Now, Busby is trying to go
from comedown to comeback,
although it didn't seem that
way when Cincinnati's Pete
Rose rapped his first pitch for
a single.
"I said to myself, *Welcome
back"' Busby sakl w.
smile.
But he went on to retire the
next six batters, notching one
strikeout.
felt pretty good, but I'm
not back where I want to be,"
Busby said. "However, I do
see an imprOfement each
time I pitch. This is step 'A'
and step
is more con-

ByKEN RAPPOPORT
for -myself," tee said. "I
AP Sports Writer
wanted to BE the Player of the
NEW YORK (AP) - He Year in the country."
reads books like "The Power
Although shy when he first
of Concentration" and authors arrived on the Marquette
like Ralph Waldo Emerson, campus in Milwaukee, he
life
in eventually came out of hig
thinks
about
metaphysical terms and uses shell for good as an up**positive perclassman.
phrases
like
.He looked inside himself and
thinking" and "mind power is
found unique possibilities. the only power."
"The mind," he says,"is the
If you think that Butch Lee
is not your ordinary "jock" source of everything. People
basketball player, you're don't know what they're
capable of. I believe we have
right.
*I'd say he's in a class by tremendous- power - flowing
himself," says Marquette from our minds. You can do
Coach Hank Raymonds._
_anything you, want to if you.
Along with this intensified THINK you can."
Lee's scoring average was
intellectual drive, Lee also
can hit the open man, blitz the down a couple of points from
baseline and shoot the middle last year, at 17.3,'' but his
overall game picked sp. He
out of the basket.
That has put him in- a dif- wound ,up as _ Marquette's
ferent athletic class as well. second leading scorer in
On Monday, his stock shot history.
By The Associated Press
even higher with the anThe nationwide balloting
Monday's Games
nouncement of his selection as -gave Lee a 2-to-1 margin over
New York (N) 4, Pittsburgh
The Associated Press college his nearest competitor, North 2
basketball Player of the Year. Carolina's Phil Ford. Lee
Houston-2, Montreal 1
Kansas City 4, Cincinnati 3,
"You couldn't have chosen a received 121 votes to 62 for
12 innings
better person for this award," Ford.
Larry Bird of Indiana State
Baltimore 9, Atlanta 3
said Raymonds after his
Minnesota 7, Los Angeles 5
straight-shooting guard was third in the voting with 44
Minnesota center Mychal
Toronto 4,Chicago(A)3
collected the Adolph Rupp and
Thompson was fourth with 33
Philadelphia 4,St. Louis0
Trophy in special ceremonies
Williams of
Detroit 9, Boston 3
at a midtown New York hotel. ballots. Freeman
San Francisco 4, Oakland 1
The award is presented an- Portland State was accorded
fifth place with 13 votes.
California (SS,) 10, Chicago
nually by The AP and the
•
( N)3
Commonwealth Athletic Club
Bowling
Milwaukee 9,San Diego 4
of Kentucky.
- Standings
Seattle 10, Cleveland 1
"The AP chose a man for
Texas 3, New York(A )0
Dilhw or Dollar
what Coach Rupp stood for: a
Fri. Morning Ladies
Arizona State 7, California
winner," added Ftaymonds.
Bowling League
(SS)6
W
L
"Lee is a fine human being Team
62% 33%
M.F.A. Ins
Tuesday's Games
whom Adolph Rupp would be Tiny
57
39
Tots
Chicago (A) vs. Pittsburgh,
55
41
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
proud di'"
55
41
Astro Car Wash
at Bradenton,Fla.
Lee's parents would have Paradise
53% 42%
Kennels
Los Angeles vs. Montreal, at
43
.
53
had to be as proud, too. Alfred Allen-lhompson Chrysler
Laundry-Cleaners . 49% 46% Daytona Beach,Fla.
and Gloria Lee beamed as Boone
48
48
Keel's Purchase Ilre
Boston vs. Toronto, at
46% 494.
their son lifted the hefty TN.Service Center
High Team Game Sc)
Fla.
Dunedin,
bronze trophy with his name Astro Car Wash
620
Philadelphia vs. Detroit, at
590
Astro Cat Wash
enscribed on a gold plate.
580 Lakeland, Fla.
Kens:els
"I guess dreams do come Paradise
580
Allen-Thompson Chrysler
Minnesota vs. New York
IHCI
Game
Team
High
true," said Lee, who has been
817 ( N), at St. Petersburg,Fla.
Astro Car Wash
dreaming about this big prize Astro Car Wash
787
Baltimore vs. Texas, at
787
ever since he won a "little Allen-Thompeon Chrysler
783 Pompano Beach, Fla.
Paradise Kennels
wooden trophy" as a New
High Team Series SC)
St. Louis vs. Cincinnati, at
1732
Astro Car Wash
York schoolboy.
1667 Tampa,Fla.
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
Captivated by the New York TV.Service Center
1667
New York vs. Atlanta, at
1662
Knicks and enthralled by Earl Paradise Kennels
Team Series( HC I
West Palm Beach,Fla.
Monroe ("I always wanted to Astro CarHigh
2323
Wash
California vs. Oakland, at
2281
create the excitement he Allen-Thompson Chrysler
2271 Mesa
does"), Lee vowed to leap out Paradise Kennels
Ifigh Ind.Game(SC)
Milwaukee vs. San Fran191
of the ghetto through athletics. Mary Harris
187 cisco., at Phoenix, Ariz.
Scott
"I set a very high standard Pat
184
Evelyn Burkeen
Chicago ( N) vs. Seattle, at
High Ind. Game(BC)
230 Tempe, Ariz.
June Carlson
230
Evelyn Burkeen
MISS YOUR PAPER?
San Diego vs. Cleveland, at
227
Mary Harris
211 Tucson, Ariz.
Paulette Edmonson
Subscribers lobe ham net
211
Pat Scott
Wednesday's Games
received 1belr berao-tieliverod
High Ind.Series(SC)
513
Pat Scott
Chicago
(A)
vs.
copy of lb. Murray Ledger &
487
Margaret Morton
.
Timm by 5:30 p.m. Meaday106 Philadelphia, at Clearwater,
Lois Smith
High Ind.Senes(HC)
Fla.
Miley or by 3:30 p. m. sa Saw671
June Carlson
Cincinnati vs. Houston, at
613
Evelyn Burkeen
days are ergod to cal 753-1116
613 Cocoa,Fla.
Paulette Edmons
between Sill,. a.dema p.a.,
609
Lis Williams
St. Louis vs. Knasas City, at
High Average5y/1k
thasiay-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
169 Fort Myers,Fla.
Lois Smith
end 4p. m. Saturdays, to Isere
166
Pat Scott
Pittsburgh vs. Detroit, at
153
Margaret Morton
delivery of Me riewmaper. Cale
148 Lakeland,Fla.
Mary Harris
wort be pined by 6 p.m. week143
Jane Parks
New York (A) vs. Min143
Terry Underhill
days or 4 p.m. Setwarys te
141 nesota, at Orlando, Fla.
Jean Bland
140
Joan Cookaey
gearuatoo delivery:
Atlanta vs. Texas, at
139
Hilda Bennett.
139 Pompano Beach,Fla.
Linda Johnson
Toronto vs. New York ( N),
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Baltimore vs. Los Angeles,
at Vero Beach,Fla.
Montreal vs. Boston, at
Winter Haven,Fla:
Oakland vs. San Francisco,
at Meas, Ariz.
San Diego vs. Chicago.(N),
at ScottsdaletAriz.
Califorttia-vs. Milwaukee, at
Sun Ctty, Ariz.
Downtown Murray
SIOnttle vs. Cleveland, at
Tucson, Ariz. - - -

sistency. I didn't know what to
look for when I went oat there.
I was just trying to find the
plate."
- After the New York
Yankees' Dick Tidrow and
Rich Gossage hurled eight
hitless innings against Texas,
the Rangers scored 3 runs in
the ninth against Ken Clay on
two infield hits, an error, two
walks and a passed ball and
defeated the Yanks 3-0.
Lee May and Carlos Lopez
homered while Jim Palmer
pitched three scoreless innings, leading the Baltimore
Orioles_ to a 9-3 victory over
Atlanta.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
bowed to Minnesota 7-5 as
Twins rookie Dan Graham
homered and Dan Ford stole
-home.'
Philadelphia's Bake
McBride cracked his third
spring homer as the Phillies
blanked the St. Louis Car-

But confusing Roman appearances each two years
By DOUG TUCKER
numerals aside, if they stick for g "tier g,roap" of 57 schools
AP Sports Writer
independents who _btd
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)- by their decisions several - 17
television the past
A plan to segregate big-time things are likely to happen:. not been on
plus the Pacific
three
years,
-A
relative
handful
-of'
college football schools from
Athletic Conference,the
Coast
small
football
programs
will
the game's lesser lights is
windfall Missouri Valley, Southern,
failing, the Associated Press begin reaping
'television
profits
while Southland and Mid-America
has learned, with potentially
dinals 4-0.
another,
larger
group
faces conferences.
Home runs by Steve Dillard, ludicrous results.
Under the restructuring
dwindling
finances
and
unToday marks the end of the
Jason Thompson and Tim
plan of the NCAA Council,
certain futures.
period
the
NCAA's
60-day
Corcoran powered the Detroit
ap, guaranteed
diteseTigers to a 9-3 victory over the football-playing schools had
-The 60-member Collegellearances were transferred to
three-year
for
declaring
a
Boston Red Sox and Joe
Football Association can be I-AA, where the "tier group"
Ferguson's.2-runhomer in the commitment in divisions I-A expected to discard its low would presumably locate. For
seventh - Houston's second or I-AA, which were created at ' profile. The CFA, chief 'I-A there is no guaranteed
and last hit- lifted the Astros the NCAA's convention in spearcarrier for the big-time television. ABC is free to
January.
over the Montreal Expos 2-1.
powers, may become more choose its games with only the
A check by the AP
Lee Mazzilli's 2-run homer
aggressive, launching continued stipulation that
in the ninth gave the New discovered the five con- renewed efforts to"-gain a nobody can be on more than
York Mets a 4-2 decision over ferences and perhaps all 17 measure of autonomy within five times every two years.
the Pittsburgh Pirates and the independents being urged to the NCAA membership for the Under the mathematical
San Francisco Giants handed comprise the bulk of I-AA, the Notre Dames, - Oklahomas, ratio used to figure the
the Oakland A's their fifth "minor league," are adamant Penn States,etc.
television guarantees, a
consecutive setback 4-1 as in their decision to opt for bigThe four-year, $118 million division I-AA ,gt_ around 28
right fielder Jack Clark time I-A.
contract the NCAA signed members wouldThe guaranDesigners of the restrucdelivered a home run and
with ABC-TV last spring lies teed about 10 regional apturing plan hoped for roughly
single.
at the heart of the issue.
pearances every two years,
Dickie Thon drove in 3 runs 80 members in I-A and 80 in IThe contract guaranteed 16 each with a payoff in the
with a double and single as the AA. But now it appears I-AA
neighborhood of $450,000.
California Angels downed the will contain as few as 28 or 30
B0-141111
Thus, Boise State of the Big
comprised
mostly
members
Chicago Cubs 10-3 and homp .
and Vermont of the
Sky
runs by-Lenn Saltata and Ray of the Big Sky, Yankee, Ohio
Yankee' L— two examples of
Southwestern
Valley
and
°(flar or Dollar
Fosse helped the Milwaukee
schools which never before
Fri. Morning Ladles
Brewers beat the San Diego athletic conferences. And a
even glimpsed a television
Bowling League
bulky
I-A
will
contain
as
many
W
L
Team
Padres 9-4.
check - could be banking
M
as 130.
Ins.
61.4 38%
hundreds of thousands of
Tiny
Tots
60
40
A spokesman said the NCAA Astro Car Wash
58
42
dollars.
574 424
would have no announcement Paradise Kennels.
Schools like Tulsa of the
.lake Oil Co..
55. 45
of the divisional breakdown Allen.Thcmpeonthrysler..54
47
Missouri Valley and Kent
for several days. And after the Keel's Pwdiu.e 11re
52
48
Service Center
504 49% State of the Mid-American
results are announced the TN.
Boone Lawiclqe
-C
ataners
49% 50% may see a disappearance of
schools will have another 30
Game)SC)
618 already-slim TV revenue. '
AstroCar
li
ri:sh
days to change their minds.
606
BeersPurchase Tire.

Available At

Qraham & Jackson

591

Paradise Kennels

High Team GM* BC)
Astro Car Wash
Keel's Purdue:is Tire
Mien-Thompson
High Teal=(SC)
Paradise Kennels
Keel's
Purchame
Tire
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)- Tiny Tote.
Englishman Tony Field, last
High Train Series(HC)
Pirchape Tire
year's most valuable player Keel's
Paradise kennels
for the champion New, York_ Niro car wash_
„.,.
,.
ifigh"
111
aine(SC
Cosmoi, has' signed with the Ev.„,,, Burkeen
Memphis Rogues of the North 20Nc.00kse3'
Linda Johnson
American Soccer League.
High Ind. Game(HC)
Rogues President- Bill Evelyn Burkeen
cide
Marcum said Monday that ran
COobsey
Field's signing represents
High Ind.Seties(SC)
"our major acquisition this Undli Jahn"
year."
Joan Cooksey
Field, 31, starred for the Loig SmithHigh bid.
Series(HC)
Cosmos for two seasons, und,
Evelyn
Burkeen
recording six goals and nine
Joan Cooksey
assists last season and seven
High Averages
goals • and eight assists the Lois Smith
Pat Scott
previous year.
Margaret Morton .
Field said he had talked way Rams
with six or seven NASL ,jraelgyPittritu
organizations the past three Jean Bland
weeks after he obtained 1,,IL.
J° crimeY
clearance from the Cosmos to Nancy Todd
negotiate with other teams.
He signed with the Rogues,
Field said, because the
Memphis offer involved more
money, the quality of players
on the Memphis club and
Coach Eddie McCreadie.

Tony Fieid Signs
Soccer Contract

Citrus League
At A Glance

5 SPEED

In_AAces

isiroe
n
o
FornDfive

Only s2gTeaamisIDeecr
m

PHYSIQUE CHAMPION - Grant Alan Kodinan, a Murray High
and MSU grad, is the 1977 Mr. Heart of America Physimoe
Champion. The contest, sponsored by the AAU, was held in St.
Loves. Kodman, married to the former Susan Emerson of
Murray, is wren* coaching the, power lifting and body
building program at the Breckenridge Job Corps in Morgan.
field. Kodman also pieced first in the Muscularity Division of
the Heart of America Contest. The photo is courtesy of Muscle
Digest Magazine.

814
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794
1686
1167
1641
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192
177
175
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Health
Home
Car
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237
222
219
490
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619
108
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109
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149
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141
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Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 75:1-0489
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BIG 4C+
Kentucky Remains Atop Poll,
PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS
UCLA Second, DePaul Third ,
BIG

rgWr 1=EUTIMSZI
By The Associated Press _ into the Mideast Regional Utah received one first-place
Kentucky and UCLA, who -semifinals,against Miami on vote apiece.
Newcomers to the Top 20
had to come from behind in Thursday._
the second hall to win their UCLA got 11 first-place this week are Ihdiana, Miami
"firstround games in the NCAA votes and 790 points after and Penn, replacing Houston,
playoffs, wind up one-two in struggling to get past Kansas Syracuse and Illinois State.
the final weekly Associated 63-76. The Bruins, also 26-2,
Press college basketball poll. have drawn Arkansas as their
By The Associated Press
The Wildcats, who rallied to second-round opponent on
The Top Twenty teams in the
beat Florida State 85-76 on Thursday.
final Associated Press college
Saturday, received 29 of 43 Marquette, the defending basketball poll, based on games
firstplace votes and a total of lftikA -champion, was upset through Sunday, with first828 points in the poll -an- by Miami 84-81 in overtime in place votes in parentheses,seanounced Monday to retain the the opening round and plunged son records and total points.
top spot which they have held from third to eighth.
Points based on 20-18-16-14-12for most of this season. Another team with a 26-2 10-9-8 etc.:
Kentucky takes a 26-2 record mark, DePaul, moved up one 1. Ky.(29)
828
26-2
spot to third place in this 2. UCLA (11)
26-2
790
week's poll. The Blue Demons 3. DePaul (1) 26-2
597
To Resume Sports
beat Creighton 80-78 in their 4. Mich. St(1)
540
24-4
first-round NCAA tournament 5. Arkansas
29-3
488
CLEVELAND (AP) - game and face Louisville on 6. N.Dame
421
21-6
Cleveland State University, Friday.
387
7. Duke
24-6
which blacked out sports
354
The four other clubs which 8. Marq'te
24-4
events in mid-February climbed past Marquette, all 9. Louisvle
23-6
313
because of the coal strike, first-round winners, were 10. Kansas
241
24-5
says the lights will go on this Michigan State, up two places 11. San Fran
214
23-5
weekend for an NCAA to fourth with 505 points; 12. N.Mexico
164
24-4
regional diving meet.
Arkansas, up two places to 13. Indiana
97
21-7
CSU Athletic . Director fifth with 488 votes; 'Notre 14. Utah (1 I
94
23-5
Robert Busbey said Tuesday Dame, up four places to sixth 15. Fla. St
23-6
81
the exception to the sports with 411 points, and Duke, up 16. N. Caro
23-8
73
69
blackout was being Made one place 'to seventh with 378 17. Texas
23-5
because "this meet provides points.
44
25-3
18. Detroit
in
Following Marquette,„,14,
the only method by which
32
18-9
4, Miami,0
some of the nation's best eighth place with 342 points, 20. Penn
20-7
20
college divers can qualify for are Louisville, 305, and
Others receiving votes, in althe NCAA national cham- Kansas,234.
phabeticalorder Arizona,DayThe Second Ten consisted of ton, Fullerton State; Georgepionships."
Francisco, New Mexico, town, D.C., Houston, Illinois
About 50' divers are ex- Sans
.\
pected, including Kent Vosier Indiana, Utah, Florida State, State, Indiana State, New Orand Frank D'Amico of Ohio North Carolina, Texas, leans, Pan American, Rhode
State and defending NCAA Detroit, Miami and Penn- Island, Syracuse, Villanova,
Virginia, Wake Forest, Western
onetmeter charhpion Matt sylvania.
Michigan State and -Kentucky- QuAiati

•
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Israel's Begin Vows To 'Cut Off
Arm Of Evil' Following Attack
JERUSALEM LAP) Despite U.S. and Egyptian
cautions, Israel is still expected to hit Palestinian bases _
ill Lebanon in retaliation for
the terrorist attack in which
more than 30 Israelis died.
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin _vowed .2.14 cut off the
arm of evil" of the Palestine
Liberation Organization
whose Al Fatah guerrillas
claimed responsibility for the
raid Saturday, the worst in
Israel's 30-year history.
"We will do what we have to
do," Begin declared in a
to the Israeli
• speech
parliament Monday before
Washington indicated its
disapproval of retaliation.
We shall in no way and in no
circumstances agree that this
hand be raised over a Jewish
child or a Jewish woman."
Vasser Arafat, the bead of
Al Fatah and of the PI,0,
claimed in a speech Monday
night that three brigades of
Israeli tanks, paratroopers
and mechanized units were
deployed to hit guerrilla
strongholds.
Syrian .peacekeeping forces
in :'Lebanon were reporWci,
moving big guns and missile
- - batteries to the Sidon coast, 25
miles-south of Beirut. Hundreds fled from the ports of
tyre and Sidon, both of which
are controlled by the
Palestinians,and their leftist
Lebanese Moslem allies.
-South Lebanese schools were
closed.
All 13 Palestinian camps in
Lebanon were on a "red
alert," and extra anti-aircraft
guns were deplOyd— in
Beirut's Sabra shantytown,
where the PLO command is
located.
In Washington, the State

Calloway County
Farmers- Lobbying
In Washington
Four Calloway County
farmers arein Washington, D.
C. this week in support of the
American Agriculture
Movement. The four men are
Kim Wallis, Robert Kemp,
Ralph Carraway, and Gary
Brame.
The men will be attending
congressional hearings
Monday and Tuesday.
On Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday they will be involved in various rallies and
demonstrations in the capitol
city along with thousands of
farmers from all parts of the
Ration, a spokesman said.

-Department called on Israel The 11 raiders landecton the
not "to add to the suffering Israeli.coast 37 miles north of
and loss of innocent lives" in Tel Aviv, hijacked two buses
its response to the "wanton and tried to make it to Telterrorism." But the statement Aviv with some 70 hostages to
did not specifically ask Israel seize a hotel and free imto refrain from retaliation and prisoned terrorists. They were
said Israel ''has legitimate stopped by a roadblock seven
security interests which must. mites north of Tel Aviv,andrth
the ensuing gun battle a bus
be protected."
Meanwhile, the White House exploded, nine of the terrorists
announced that Begin had were killed and the other two
rescheduled his trip to were captured.
Washington, postponed There was still confusion
because of the Palestinian over the number of Israeli
attack, and would arrive next dead, with the police reporting
32 and the army 36. Nine were
Monday,
Egyptian Foreign Minister buried Sunday and Monday,
Mohamed Ibrahim Kamel told and 12 funerals were
U.S. Ambassador Hermann scheduled today.
Eilts in Cairo that "any Some of the dead were so
military reprisal by Israel .badly burned by the explosion
.violence that they have not been
would lead. to more
and consequently more identified.
deterioration in the Middle Police were questioning
East • situation," the semi- witnesses in preparation for a
official newspaper Al Ahrarn trial of the two surviving
terrorists.
reported.

New Theatrical Venture

Mrs. Toni Worley, elementary school art teacher, displayed her students' work to
parents at a Robertson P. T. A. meeting. Above, Bill Smith looks at daughter Nancy's art
projects.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Senate has passed a bill to
Strengthen the state fire
marshal's office, but the
measure has been dilated
from its original form.
The measure, a companion
to a bill setting up a new
Department for Housing,
Building and Construction —
which contains the fire
marshal's office — passed the
Senate 32-2 on Monday and
now goes to the House.
The original bill would have
given _ the fire marshal the
power to immediately • shut
• down an establishment he
considered dangerous. But an
amendment would require
him to give written notice
before he can shut down a
public gathering place.
The bill was also amended'
to exempt single-family
dwellings from provisions of
the state fire code listed in the
measure, but would allow
local governments to require
such dwellings to conform.
The amendment, sponsored
by Sen. John Berry, 1)-New
Castle, is aimed at easing
objections by the Kentucky
Farm Bureau. A similar
amendment Berry had attached to the housing
department bill on Friday
threw that measure into limbo
in the Senate.
The Senate originally

40% OFF all open stock
pieces on famous
Francis I
3.31/3cY. OFF all open stock
All other active patterns.

Hog Market

passed the bill, but then
Richard Valentine, director of community, theatre, demonstrated techniques of
recdnsidered it because --of creative dramatics with Mrs. Lashlee Foster's dass for parents attending a recent
Berry's
with
problems
Robertson P.T.A. meeting.
amendment. The Senate failed
to act on the measure Monday.
The Senate also passed and
sent to the governor a bill to
allow workers to be paid for
chiropratic services under
workmen's compensation
benefits.
The bill, which had been
unsuccessfully pushed for
several sessions, passed 32-1.
The Senate passed and sent
to the governor a bill giving
state government greater
control over the safety of
damslocated in the State.
The bill would vest complete
inspection authority with the
state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection and give the
department the primary
responsibility for the safety- of
all dams.
State giu:nment would be
required to use recycled paper
as much as possible under a
bill passed 32-0 and sent to the
House. The measure, sponsored by Sen. John Berry, DNew Castle, also would make
it state policy to use as little
paper as necessary.
The bill, which had already
passed the House and now
goes to the governor, also
gives the department the
declare an
to
power
emergency when dams are
found to be unsafe.
The Senate passed and sent
to the House a bill to allow
automatic deductions of dues
paid by state police to the
State Police Association.
The bill's sponsor, Sen.
Nelson Allen, D-Russell, said
he was surprised the measure
even made it from committee,
since the administration of
Gov. Julian Carroll has been
opposed to recognizing the
new police organization.

ePublic Be
Damned

Union lobbyists are warning U.S. Senators that S. 1883 is the
"key" bill for 197 --far more important than legislation to combat the energy
shortage, unemployment, or inflation.

Francis I has long been one of
America's most renowned sterling
silvetpattems. And now here is a
limited time offer to purchase this
luiunous sterling pattern at 40%
off regular prices. All 77 pieces an
this famous pattern are included in
this special KM off sale. Additionally,-all 16 other Reed & Barton
sterling patterns are also on sale at
a substantial 131 1% off. Sale ends
March 25, 1478:
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Spanish Baroque

Pointed Antique

Francis First

REJED& BATITOIM

•
ELERS
inl Broadway,faducah, Ky 442 i'M4

- The Community Theatre is Broadway shows, and even
ready to introduce young telephone interviews with
residents of Calloway County professional entertainers. The
to another form of theatrical possibilities are endless."
The program would conentertainment — radio
tinue on a weekly basis, its
drama.
A meeting to make plans for purpose being to entertain and
this new, venture will be held to inform the audience of
Wednesday at 5:30 p. m.in the performances in the area and
office of the theatre director, what is happening in theatre
Richard Valentine, on the across the country.
"This is a good chance for
second floor of City Hall, who
said any person interested in many people to get in on the
working with the program in ground floor of an exciting
any way is welcome to attend. project with the Community
"The project is designed Theatre," Valentine said.
mainly for high school Those interested who Cannot
students and should be of attend Wednesday's meeting
particular interest to those may call the theatre office at
who enjoy speech and drama 759-1752 between 5:30 and 7:00
activities," Valentine said.
Although no concrete
production plans have been
made the first program is
scheduled to air March 30
theatre's
the
during
Education Week.
According to Education
State Market News Service
Committee Chairman Bettye Federal
Mardi 14.1571
Baker,"We need lots of people Kentucky Purchase Mea Bog Market
Repo:1.1;26M'samyl*Stations
who are willing to write, Receipts: Act. TX t.770 Banra4
higher Sows mostb,
perform, do interviews, GUts
to higher instances 130higher
publicity, and just come up US.50
$411•48.21taw 41.00
14Isa-no
with things that will make this
1111.11/4711
)1141111bs.
14
US
an inovative program. In US34150.000lbs.
ES.304*.be
addition to radio drama the Sows
$111.111641.1111
=Melts
1-2
'US
show could be a radio US 143004101bs
1411.111141.50
liti.51142.50
program about drama With 'US141604001bs '
510460
14
US
lbs.
•
few 4110
$42-M-0-50
reviews of shows, an arts IIS 3a3004110lbs.
530.0040.00
M.111,11.00
from Saws
music
calendar,

Purchase Area

Senate Waters Down
Fire Marshall Bill

S1 ERLING
FLATWARE

.',

Community Theatre In

TO BE ORDAINED — Bro.
Terry Wilson will be ordained to full time gospel
ministry in special services at
the Faith Missionary Baptist
Church on Friday, March 17,
at 7:30 p. m. The Charity
Baptist Church of Benton has
named Bro. Wilson as pastor
has
and the church
requested Faith Church to
ordain him. Bro. Wilson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Wagon
of Hazel, is married to the
,Jormer Patricia Orr,and they
have four children — Teresa,
Rhonda, Renae, and Russell.
They now reside at Hazel
Route One. The pubrk is invited to attend these services, a church` spokesman

The Public Be Damned
All too often, that seems to be the attitude of
Big Labor. When they're determined to have
their way in Congress, the wishes and needs of
individual citizens don't mean a thing.
They've proven it once again with their latest
legislative demand—passage of a bill known as
S. 1883.
Big Labor and its allies on Capitol Hill call this
bill "labor law reform." But in reality, it's
anything but reform.
What will happen if S. 18.K3 becomes law?
Union organizers will have a massive array of
new legal weapons with which to blackmail
employers into signing compulsory unionism
contracts.
Hundreds of thousands more workers will be
forced to join or support unions against their
will.
And union treasuries will swell with millions
more dollars in forced union dues—funds that will
be used to increase Big Labor's already enormous
political power.
Most Americans strongly oppose the sort of
forced unionism that S. 1883 would promote, as
national surveys by respected polling
organizations such as Gallup and Roper have
clearly shown.
That's why union lobbyists try to disguise the
real purpose of S. 11483 behind the phony title of
"labor law reform." That's shy they demand that
the Senate push the bill through quickly as its
first order of business in 1978.
Big Labor officials realize that the more the
public and the Senate learns about S. 1883, the

less the bill's chance Of passage.
With the backing of the Carter Administration,
They know that in order to become law, S. 1883 they slid it through the House of Representatives
last October, disguised as a minor procedural
must be sneaked thrpugh Congress before the
American people can be called to action.
measure: And they've cleared it for action on the
Just over a year ago, in an attempt to lull the
-Senate floor by early February.
public into complacency, Big Labor hypocritically
But since October, the tide has begun to turn.
promised to set aside its own special interests in
The National Right to Work Committee and its
favor of-America's broad national needs. A
supporters have launched a campaign to reveal
United Auto Workers spokesman told the New
the true intent of the phony labor "reform" bill.
York Times:
As public protest builds against the union
"This is the moment of truth in our ability to
power grab, Big Labor officials are turning to
deal effectively iiqh Unemployment and
threats and arm-twisting in an attempt to insure
inflation. The other things can wait. Carter
S. 1883's passage in the Senate.
aught not to go too •fast on any parochial stuff ,
Union lobbyists are warning U.S. Senators that
like Right to Work or refOrm of the tabor
S. 1883 is the ''key" bill for 1978—far more
la WS."
important than legislation to combat the energy
But even as they made their misleading
shortage, unemployment, or inflation.
promises, union professionals were privately
Pass the "reform" bill as a first order of
drafting a bill—S. 1883—to grant themselves
business, union officials are threatening Senators,
vast new compulsory unionism powers.
or join the enemies_lipt of those to be hit at
election time.
•s.nd to
The union bosses' steamroller must be
Tlie National Right to Work Committee
stopped. Our elected representatives must not
Washington Headquarters
allow the greedy demands of a few Big Labor
.C1I6 Arlington Boulevard
Fairfax. Virginia Z2031i
bosses to come before the wishes and needs of the
To Reed Larson. President
majority of Americans.
I agree that Amenca s worker, might I., he fres to join unions a they
And in spite of the awesome political clout of
want to, but that no one should hie forred into doing no Enclosed a
the Big Unions, S. 1883 can and will be
no check for $
to help the National Right to Work
Committee fight to preserve this freedom Let me know what I can do
stopped—if freedom-loving Americans contact
to help
their Senators and make their voices heard.
Please join with us in protesting not only this
Name
vicious bill, but the disgraceful way it is being
Address
railroaded through Congress.
State
210
Insist that your Senebors
sent fOu--not
the power-hungry officials of
rer:Labor.
'
Please write your Senators today!

The National RighttoWork Committee
Ki

A Coalition of Employees and
-4 Employers 1 .211.41,401N)
-

Arlington Itoolevanl

Sinn- 615o
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Laetrile Bill Springs To Life
With Senate Vote Set Today
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)A bill to legalize the use of
Laetrile in Kentucky, which
seemed all but dead last week,
could come to the Senate floor
for a vo(e today.
Sen. Delbert Murphy, I)*Owensboro, has indicated he
will try to get the ljules
Committee to report the
measure to the floor.
The House-passed bill,
which would legalize the
manufacture and use of the
purported cancer cure in the
state, appeared dead after the
Senate, by an overwhelming
margin, • recommitted it
Friday to the JudiciaryStatutes Committee for the
third time.
However, backers of the
measure, led by Sen. Nelson
Allen, D-Russell, worked over
the weekend and into Monday
to win converts to their cause.
The
Judiciary-Statutes
Committee then voted 4-3 to
approve the measure.
Murphy, a member of the
Rules Committee and a
Laetrile backer, said he
thought the bill was one vote
short of the six needed to get it
out of Rules,and onto the floor
fora vote.
Meanwhile, Allen saidhe
might still try to get the bill
discharged from the Rules
Committee. That would take ,
20 votes, however, and Allen
conceded late Monday that he
still had only 17.
The bill passed the House 7914 on Feb. 2 and has been
bouncing between Senate
committees since. It was
initially sent to JudiciaryStatutes, but the Senate voted

Figures Challenge
Middle Income
College Question
,WASHINGTON (AP)
New Census Bureau figures
federal
challenge
the
government's contention that
children from middle-income
families are being financially
squeezedput of college.
The ' study of college and
university enrollment found
that by last year,"the trend of
declining enrollment of
middle-income students had
reversed and returned to
higher levels."
Between 1967 and 1974, the
percentage of college stude
from familes with incom
1967 dollars of $10,000 to
$15,000 dropped from 51.9
percent to 41.4 percent.
However, this trend reversed
in- 1975 and the percentage.
rose to 47.5 in 1976.
-^

to take it from that committee could ordy he used
with
and send It to' Health and doctor's
prescription.
-Welfare.
The value of the agent,
The
health
panel which is derived from the
subsequently approved the seeds of apricots and- other
bill, but the Rules Committee fraits, has been widely
sent it back to Judiciary- debated, and the federal
Statutes, which amended the government has banned its
bill to remove an exemption use in interstate commerce.
However, several states,
from malpractice suits for
including -Indiana, have
doctors prescribing Laetrile.
legalized its use within their'
If the bill does make it to a states.
floor vote in the Senate and
Backers of the measure in
that amendment is approved, Kentucky contend that the °
the House would have to real issue is an individual's
concur.
freedom of choice to use
Under the bill, Laetrile Laetrile.

Food Prices Climb
As Coffee Prices Drop

Murray Middle Band Director Buddy Light directs a group that will perform later this
week at the annual Kentucky Music Educators Convention in Lexington.

Murray Middle Band
To Perform At Convention

The first was consumer
By CHERYL DEBES
reaction. Last year, U.S. per
AP Business Writer
Most supermarket food capita coffee consumption
prices keep climbing, but dropped 27 percent - from ts
coffee is dropping and ap- 12.8 pounds to 9.4 pounds of
The Murray Middlg School for any band from Murray
as many people t&beans
parently will go even lower.
8th grade concert bInd and Middle School.
The idea of cheaper coffee switched to tea or soft drinks.
stage band under the direction
Both the concert band and
The second was that the
may be hard to believe for
of James Light will be per- the stage band will perform on
shoppers who watched prices predicted coffee shortage
forming at the Kentucky Thursday morning at 9:00 at
rise over two years from $1.27 never occurred, and analysts
Music Educators Convention -the Middle School. The conto nearly $4 for a pound of now see prospects for a
in Lexington, Ky. at 9:00 a.m. cert band will perform at the
America's most popular substantal recovery in world
on March 17. The 94-member Murray -High School Band's
production, already up 11 per
beverage.
band will leave Thursday winter concert, Tuesday
Bufthe latest federal cent from last year.
afterhoon March 16, spend evening, March 14 at Lovett
and
Brazil
first,
At
figures show the average
the night and return to Murray Auditorium. The public is
retail price down 12 percent, Colombia, the largest coffee
on Friday night. The trip invited to attend each of these
from a record $3.93'i a pound bean producers tried to
represents the first of its kind performances.
hold the price of green beans
last June to $3..47 in January.
The price now is down to above $3 a pound. But then
about $3.40, and last week they saw the trend and let go.
Folger's Coffee Co., the Beans now sell for under $2 a
second largest U.S. processor, pound.
cut wholesale prices by 15
Last
week,
Central
cents, to $3.03 a pound. This American coffee-produci
ng
foreshadows a further retail nations tried to again
boost
,drop since store prices usually prices
for
beans _ by
follow wholesale prices by withholding them
from
three or four weeks.
market. But importers said
Most coffee analysts think these nations do
not have the
the price will continue to fall. storage
facilities to _continue
Fred Gray,a U.S. Agriculture' this and will back
down as
Department economist, says they see Brazil and
.Colombia
the retail price might be $2.25 making money.
a pound next winter.
"What was a seller's market
"It's essentially a, question has turned into a
buyer's
of _supply and dernand,"° Gray. market," a-New
York coffee
said.
"Americans
are trader explained. "And
most
drinking less coffee, mainly roasters
aren't buying, which
because of the 1Tigh prices. As indicates they
think they can
a result, domestic roasters get a better
deal."
aren't importing as much."
Essentially, analysts think
As analysts explain it, the
,
I -.
price increases for coffee only a repetition of the 1975
resulted from fears of a world Brazilian frost could stem the
Members of the percussion section include (from leftt Judy Cogdell, Sam Kennedy,
shortage after a severe frost price erosion. And even such
Keith Fain and Barry Bogard.
in Brazil in July 1975, when an effect is unlikely since no
Americans were paying an real shortages occurred after
average $1.27 a pound. Prices the frost - only fears of
shot up, and then two factors shortage.
Rep. Fred Richmond,
set in to bring them down.
chairman of a subcommittee
A-26-26
that has investigated coffee
prices, believes lower consumption will force lower
prices.

n D's,
ts Captai
Monday-Friday

Special
Fish&

"There's a national trend
away from coffee consumption," the
New. York
Democrat said. "The roasters
are painfully aware of that
trend. And it should be obvious
to coffee-producing nations
that they have a stake-in
reducing prices. Because once
people get out of the habit, it's
not so easy to attract that
business back.."

on,
;es

rs,

Southern Style
HushPuppies

the

Regular Price $1.79

Special

Value

S 59
12th & Olive
753-9383.

1(••••., ..ZX

Scope

Secret

Mouthwash

Roll-On Deodorant

12 oz.

Regular & Unscented

1.00

01 1 /2 oi.
0
1•

Tame

Adorn

Creme Rinse
& Conditioner

Aersol

Lemon, Balsam,
Regular, W/ Body

9 tit.

Toni
Curlers

'85ez
1.10

Big Body
Spin Curlers

Regular,Extra-Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate Hold

Home Waves

$ oz.
Non-Aersol

Gentle,Regular,
Super Body

Seen ted,U nstented
Reg.

if- oi

Henry W. Block

When we prepare your return.
we stand behind our work. So
if the IRS should call you in,
H&R Block will go ailing with
you at no charge. Not as your
legal representative, but to
answer any questions about
how your taxes were Prepared. That's Reason No. 5
why H&R Block should do
you'taxes.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

atCaptain D's

A portion of the trumpet section is (from let): Kim
Tharpe, Kelly Lovins, Mary Burke, Brenda Conley, Kim
McCoart, Tracy Beyer, Mark Austin, Kathy Roberts and
Mark Hussung,.

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
And Throughout The-Mid-South

Immmomor
• "If the IRS calls
you in, we'll go
with you. No
extra charge."

hat

A

516W. Main,
Murray,Ky.

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.2,
up 0.1.
Below dam 313.4, up 2.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.2.
,Below dam 321.5, up 1.5.
Sunset 6:02. Sunrise 6!10.

ion

Jeff Cartwright helps keep the band moving with his tuba.

903 Arcadia St.
763-9204
OFFICE HOURS
9am to6 pm WOOkdays
9 am to 5 pro Sat
.4111..111.1M1=

4
.
0e,
rta,

1.50

('(),1 pi)ri

1.75

1.65

1 Per

*
sr.
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2 Notice
2 Notice
F 0 R., W A 'LK.' N S BIBLE FACTS INC.
Cmsivier Isaiah 53:5 and
Contact
Prpducts.
Maaew 6:33. These are
Holman Jones, 217 South
the answers! Have you
13th., phone 753-3128.
tried everything else?
Why not try Matthew
' 6:33? It is easy! There is
NO mother way to find
HAPPINESS! For Bible
answers, individual
study or study by phone
call 753-0984.

6 Help Wanted

30

M

15 Articles For Sale
22 Musical
-111:1111111111
ON ENSOR Prints. HOUSE OF Thousands in
Signe4
Fox Meadows on South "FUNMACHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
L44111$44 editona435-4
Cll
16th St. Now In Stock.
for the whole family.
Columbia
Miqprvr
1962 FORD 601 tractor,
Lonardo Piano Co.
$35.00 Per Hundred
Orlon acrylic yarril in 4
Across from post office,
$1650. 1952 Ford 8 N,
stuffing envelopes
ply worsted weight,
Paris,
$1395.
remote
Tenn."
Flueger
ahd
stamped
already
sports weight, aLio baby
control trolling motor.
addressed. Free supand fingering weight.
Used 5 times. $125. Call
plies, send self adMany pattern books and
UPRIGHT PIANO. Good
489-2595.
dressed stamped enleaflets. Over 30 designs
condition. $100. Call 753velope to: ROEL 5005
in
painted
latch
hook
6943.
WITH
BABY
BED
Old Midlothian Pike,
canvas. Complete color
mattress, 2 piece living
Richmond,
COLOR PORTRAITS,
64
Suite
line,of pre-cut or Skein
23. Exterminating
small
ElecPlumbing &
For all your
room suite,.brown 1 gold
bring us yours for extra
Virginia 8011144
rug yarn. All types
repair
appliance
trical Supplies at
rocker,
platform
copies. Made from any
embroidery
and
call...
Wholesale Prices.
14. Want To Buy
hassock to match, nylon
size into any size.
FREE
Complete
needlepoint.
rug 12 X 15. Call 753Murray'Nome
. Murray Home
GOOD USED MOBILE
Wallets low as.24 cents,8
line of accessories for all
Termite
7943.
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Needlearts. 15 per cent
& Auto
& Auto
Inspection
12th.,
South
Artcraft,
118
Senior Citizen discount.
Chestnut St.
DRUMS,
WANT
TO
BUY
good
55
GALLON
Certified By IPA
Chestnut St
753-0035. Free parking
Also professional
Arad Cesrly140104 Repews
used Early American
Thornton Tile and
lot, use our rear enmonogramming_done by
couch. Call 753-7975.
Marble South _M. Call
trance.
Eva.Phone 753-3855:753-5719.
Kelly's Termite
19. Farm Equipment
WHITE
OAK
standing
AND
JOE BAILEY
new
of
SET
SALE
FOR
Pesi Control
timber.
$600
for
LINDA DILL'S Flea
electric hair clipper, 1973 165 .MF
Ihmi'm ewe* and Non** wror 20
thousand
feet:
Call
901Market is now. . "The
used only once. Want to
tractor. 1,000 hours, 9't
ow owilest wt. 100
Two, Do oot
642-9379.
is felog.
Country Image." Gifts,
buy good used twin bed.
ft. wheel disc, three 16
Management now open, excellent earning op:
100 South 13th St.
souvenirs, fireworks,
15 Articles For Sale
Phone 753-3914
- Call 7534677.
511.plows. Rubber tires
'porturiity while learning. When qualified you will
imports,
Mexican
wagon. $6,200. Call 753FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
attend management training school and receive
Roaches,Sliver Fisl.
handmade items, sheet
0302.
Get your winter's wood
$50 a day salary and expenses during limited
$3.55 BUYS Alt OF MK
and Shrubs
colors,
fiberglass
in
Penny
I • WIN Need
now. While the price is
schooling period. Sales representatives also
GRAIN BINS, Early
underpinning
1 - Liberty Mickel
fiberglass
right.
$14
and
needed.
up. Call
1 • Buffalo lickel
Order Sale. Order now
'and filArglass roofing.
1 • Sorge Peony eng
Apply 437-4228.
take delivery next
1 • WW II 1943 Penny
RE-OPENING
Big
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Ky.
1- W. B. Pennies
summer. We offer the
MARCH 1ST. At The
Before 1920 eg
Thursday, Marsh II
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
'best bins at lowest cost.
1 - Wooden Nickel
miles
Image,
3
Country
24 Miscellaneous
50,000 BTU down flow.
at 2 p.m. end 1 p.m. only
1 • D Mint Penny 25 yrs
Agri-Products, 753-3000
West of pover, Tenn. On
1 • 1961 S Penny (andi
Call after 5 p.m. 753Ask for Jim Mason
_
ONE.
PANASONIC 8
or 753-9920.
1 - Rare 1960-D Small
Highway 79 at the Big
3245.
Date Penny
track tape deck, play
1 S Mint Penny • 25 yrs.
back and record, $45.
494 CORN drill, good
Plus Free tee S B ..
Crossword Puzzler
2-1- BLACK and white
F.. Help Wanted
Plus Our Free Gift
One concord cassette
condition. Call 753-2817.
57 Musiiii.as
Zenith T.V. 1964 GMC
Phis Our Free Brochure
EIMC ui MUCHU
-w-rrtten
LOOKING FOR people
tape deck. Play back
Ur* $3.95 and .25 Postage
CLIIKUUMI CDAJAWEIN
pickup. Call 753-3177,
1 Distac •
integrity
DOWN
with
who
like
CASE COMBINE 600,
and record,$40. One 7 in.
ii
1:311111101_810
to:
iii
4 Roman
to work with people.
excellent
condition.
WE MOE NANO
reel to reel tape deck,
road
JIM DoMNINO & CO.
.
8 Insane
MUM 00E0 UM
30,000 first year, 40;00t _ SMOKE. DETECTORS,!- - Sous.0**114:116**0“11001*
Pickup hydraulic_ reel.
play back -and-recorcl,
Macaw
, km**.P.. MI
HOMO MUM PO
Iskr-,--Al
advertised
nationally
2nd year possible. Call
Straw chopper. Well
3 HpIcftacic
$25. One car stereo, FM
'2Sujrw
MUM l4UMM
Newspaper
4
13
brand. Battery operated
for appointment only,
maintained in dry. -Call
MORO
and &track tape player.
_O4,49.f AP" LiM OM@
--4e4s,
.-4a
and included. Rowland
mOW 6444E UUUM
753-3763.
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5 Sa
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs
$50. Kimball organ with
' Shred
AU
colloo
@MBE
I
WNW
' Coo:
Refrigeration, 110 South
5:30 p.m,
and upholstery witt
built in Leslie speaker,
E Spanish
1210
de,ce
HOUSEKEEPER needed
12th.
art,cie
Blue Lustre. Rent
$400. 1964 Buick station
'4 C...ioled
110M16UO
MMIEIMUM
7 Allude to
tor mornings or two full
lava
UNISSU EU MB
electric shampooer - WEST KY. GRAIN
wagon, runs and looks
8 Male
Goa
753Call
days
per
week.
H4,DLING
Equipportrait
Near
9
21 A r
oi
Auto,
home
Western
good.
No rust, $175. Call
43 Faeroe
TAT/WO-TV
Tra-nsactor s 31 Cont&ner
7160.
436-2391.
the "Wishing Well Gift rn-lint-bins, buckets
Islands
14 I11,1C110f1
32 Newt
Ever.oce
•
elevators,' farm fan
whirlwind
33 Mr can
16 Metal
Shop."
23 VU.3,111c1:-:
WANTED PART TIME
44 Speechless
. antelope
18 Article
26. TV Radio
drYers. Call 1-382-2126
ake
46
Damp,
/
2
hours
a
day,
janitor, 11
34 Hurried
21 Flag
25 Pronoun
at
night
1-345-2437
or
147
Drink
35
Corded
22
&Tian
26 Part o'
CHINESE
5'-12'
5 days week. Apply in
ZENITH SPRING SALE.
' slowly
cloth
23 Make iace
'church
Corkscrew willows, 6-5' 247-0558.
•
48 Rodent
person,,.Senior Citizens
.37 Plays a
25" color consoles from
24 Fuss
27 S..orn up
49 Greek.,
gu.tar
25 V a ncfal
FARMALL
Gingos,
28 Br ght star
Japanese
5'
C
5th.
No
SUPER
Office,
203
South
$539.95 with trade in. All
letter
38 Be aware
26 Unit ot
29 Devoured
Polystyrene Ceiings Can Be
51 Artit.cial
Dogwoods small Ky.
tractor with all equipof
phone calls please.
Siamese
TV's reduced. Sissons
30 Prepo's on
Sheetrock
DirectN
To
Stapled
language
39 Ardent
C urrency
Phone
615-827-2458
coileelrees.
753.4" Join
Call
Need
ho'
F
urn°
ment.
Eiiminating
The
can save you money.
state
53
A
40 Enthusiasm
.33 Apothecary 5, y28 Soak up..
OPPOWITINITYrin sales
tabbr
1005,
after 6 p.m.
41 PoSed for_
Sissons Zenith Highway
299ettopn
pet
and management with
labbr
foot
94, 19_ Miles , West of
Kno
real future for ambitious
DINETTE TABLE and 6 16' TANDEM- axle Stork
,Murray. Call 382-2174.
Murray
36 Rear 01
Lumber
Co.
r
4o.'
Also
trailer.
people. Could be part
chairs. With leaf. $50.
Sh
Our prices are the
104 Maple
3 Neioor
gooseneck flat \ bed ttitime. Call 759-1370.
16
dresses
size
Coats
and
lowest.
sheep
axle 6' trailer. Call after
38 SharP
and 18. Call 753-2478.
- 43 Emmer
21" ZENITH color T.V.
pm 759-4088.
_ 41 Stupe'r
$160. Call 753-2715.
42 Snoii 20. Sports Equipment
sleep
INSULATION
4-1 Worth less
1973 PEN YEN 21 ft. 225
REPOSSESSED 25"
lea:n9
No Shortage
h.p. Tunnel drive.
44 Delace
Magnavox color T.Y.
45 K cg-c!
Equipped for lake
BLOWN
Opening new sales and service branch in
Need
someone
to
Bas han
salmon
Michigan
4)3. Marrs
assume sMall monthly
representatives.
sales
Need
25
Mayfield.
Attics)
(for
4'Surg cal
- fishing. Call 759-1184.
payment. Call 753-7575.
Stitch
No lay off. Apply Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
FOAM
57)E. sled
27
Mobile Home Sales
14' ALUMINUM jon boat,
Ky. Thursday, March 16 at 2 p.m. and 7
52 Lea.e ..u•
Walls)
(for
54 Sma rug
lawrence
fish
trailer,
p.m. only. Ask for Jim Bingham.
55 Deca.
1976 14 a 60 Schultz,
Material and equiplocator, trolling motor,
- 6 Lassn
electric, 2 bedroom,
immediately
ment
new Evinrude.Call 753ununfurnished,
PEANUTS
5440.
available for dealers.
FILLED
gOU'RE
derpinned.
8
x
12
storage
40L1
..A.L.EEt7 \;.
;
CHENOWETH
WTNINNER
building. Call after 4:30
CALLEP OUT
1971 18' GIASTRON with
TURMOIL,5IR
753-7755.
CseJCKS NAME
SIR.AN 40LJ
accessories. Call 753CO.
INSULATION
WRE'OREAKNEtt
9580.
Call Coiled
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.
rifle
REMINGTON
243
C
642-8512
Central heat and air.
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
309 550.1 Ave.
Near East Calloway
Parts. 111
case. Like new. $200.
School. Reasonable. Call
Call 492-8352.
16 Home Furnishings
436-2658.
RAMC;
22. Musical
LITTLE
I
.O.U.
MORE
COUCH,
ONE
ROCK
GUESS
I
OF
MILL , Ort4S
/
2 baths, 3
BALDWIN PIANOS and 1971 12 a 65 11
chairs, fool stool, Fisher
WONT HURT j
OH. DE.HR
DOLLARS ARE
pianos.
bedroom,
unfurnished.
used
organs,
/ DON T
Price garage, coffee and
OvvED TO UNCLE
Lonardo Piano Co., Call 753-9570.
HAVE A
end
tables
(need
SAN', BY FOREIGN
across from Post Office, 29. Mobile Home Rentals
STP,mF
refinishing' Phone 753couNTF-RHES
Paris, TN.
ft.
7116.
eN
HOUSE TRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
CAR
PIONEER
FOUR DINING ROOM
15- -i,
bedroom, partially
STEREO, ,SUPERmatching gold ;brown
r71".1
.
furnished..
speakers.
Will be
TUNERS,
and
chairs. Newly covered.
available 15th of March.
Installation available.
Me.
$15 each. Call 753-5734.
Call 436-2690.
stereo
car
Your
BEETLE BAI
specialists. Sunset FOR
HE GOT AN AD SAYING,
STUDIO COUCH, ideal
i WHAT
A POSSIBLE HOORAY!
REM one bedroom
"YOU MAY ALREADY BE
Boulevard Music,
ON
for den or camper. When
A POSSIBLE HOORAY! '1
trailer, furnished. Call
A WiNNER"
EARTNt
MAIL ROOM
753Center,
-Dixieland
unfolded makes a bed.
753-3895 or 753-3482.
IS
0113.
Call 753-3631.
THAT?
MOBILE HOMES and
18 Sewing
mobile home spaces' for
S
PINET-CONSOLE
1
6
USED SINGER Sewing
rent, at Riviera Courts.
PIANO FOR SALE machine,zig zag and all
Call 753-3280.
Responsible
Wanted:
attachments.
regular
over
spinet
party
to
take
guaranteed.
Fully
MOBILE HOME spaces
piano. Easy terms. Can
Sewes perfects. Full
for families: Coach
Write:
seen
locally.
be
cash price, $39.50
Estates
and
Fox
Credit
Manager,
P.
0.
Payments may be
Meadows, South 16th,
Carlyle, Ill.
Box
207,
MORON
arranged. call Martha
753-3855.
2231.
I ocesit REmEYBER BUT)
Hopper. 134-41619.
YOu'RE HIM!
31 Want To Rent
YOWL NEED IS our
concern. NEEDLINE
753-6331

NEED SOMEONE. rake
leaves, do general
cleanup in yard. Call
753-7650.

Apj

7

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
$15,000 to $25,000

r

10-

NOTICE:
NowMiring

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

•
"att•
"•

'- THE

, TNE PHANTO
'12

MiVt7L
OF ToCRIvER.
BE
•\.„ - OKAY-

L

'

40

Ine

7TE R I E3AN2A6E

YOU
71-410 BULLET
ON THE
FLOCR!..
)
7 WOuNO, YOU
HOLIGAN!5.
.
•t

1

TALK
*E5pECTFUL
TO ME, MISTER!
I'M CAPTAIN
NOW!

'EM
tip, pLiDe.,

Area manufacturing concern has an opening
available In its production department for a
maintenance supervisor. Prospective candidates should be knowledgeable of production,
mechanical and maintenance procedures, in addition to possessing 3 to 5, years of supervisory
exposure in an industrial management environrnent. 'This is an excellent opportunity for
an individual to handle supervisory, machinery,
material, and quality responsibilities as they
pertain to the production and maintenance
departments.
If you are interested in becoming a part of a
fast paced, growth oriented company that offers
excellent wages and company paid fringe
benefits, please send your resume,'along with
salary history to:
P.O. Ilex 32 C
c/o Ledger and Times
An equal opportunity employer

41
al

O

36 For Rent Or lease
FIVE OFFICES at 703
South 4th Street. For
more information mill
753-5287 or 75341839.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
37. Livestock

Supplies

TWO
HAMPSHIRES
sows farrow in two
weeks. Five hampshire
guilts bred. Cali 4742712.
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
blonde and black Cocker
Spaniel pups. Call 4892592.
REGISTERED American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Call 554-2153, Paducah.
AKC REGISTERED
German- Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 554-

21§3, Paducah.
43 Real Estate

Waldrop Realty *
"In Business
Since .4 95-6"
753-5646

THE NELSON SHROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707

Sourhs•de Court Square

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles Southwest of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and
priced
very
reasonably at $5500, and
owner will finance.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
7534222- for more information. •

1

Guy Spann Realty
"Your key People
In Reel Estate"

753-7724
901 Sycamore

Murray, Ky.

LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
(
one acre pact,
/
1
2 miles
from -IVEurray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this horne-which
. has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.
Built-in kitchen with all
appliances including
refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, disposal
"and Irish compactor
staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only
$45,000. Phone us today
for more information.
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

Um* Jeffs Shopping Comer

LOOKING FOR th'bt.
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely
Canterbury
EstateCwe have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a took at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by oury
office
for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

(1 ml

". BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

''Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

IN
LOCATED
PANORAMA SHORES. 2 lots & 10 a 52
complete
trailer,
furniture,
tt with
water, underpinned,
concrete walk & porch with iron railings.
PRICED AT $9,000.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

HAVE PROPERTY
TO SELL? If you've
been thinking of selling,
why not give us a call?
-You'll receive friendly,
-courteous service and
professional
advice
from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us
match a buyer to your
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 anytime. We
WANT' PARTIALLY
make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
furnished one, bedroom
apartment. Reasonable.
Preferably' in city
FOR SALE
limits. Call 753-3692 ask
for Mike Farris.
Two bedroom home.
Vinyl siding and trim
32 Apartments For Rent
I no painting). Central
DUPLEX, ALL built-ins.
gas heat and air. Low
Carport, patio, carpet,
I,ow heat bills. Carpet
partially furnished and
throughout. Built-in
private. Available April
I new),
dishwasher
.1. 1405 Stadium View
selfwith
stove
Drive. $180. Call 753oven,
cleaning
4981.
refrigerator, and vent
hood. Fully f,anced
NEW TWO BEDROOM
backyard with 'shade
Townhouse apartment,
trees. Single car
range, refrigerator,
garage. Close to
dishwasher, disposal.
hospital, churches and
Washer dryer hookup.
downtown. High 20's.
All Carpeted. Central
Shown by appointment•
heat and air. Call 753only. 753-0788.
7550.

BOYD-MAJORS
- -.ROL
•
753-8O8O
ESTA"Professional Services
With*The Friendly Touch"
LOADED
WITH
QUALITY!
2
Bedrooms, 2 baths,
entry hall, formal
dining
room,
fireplace inside den.
Large
Swimming
Pool,
enclosed
screened patio. High
40's. Boyd Majors
t Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

DUE TO SALES THIS
-YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your
property, list with the
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 7591707.
i" N. Poplar-Benton

QURMATITY
527-1468 w753B62S
11:.? 13.2.E.0

PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick
with sunken living room,
formal dining area,
custom built kitchen
with appliances including refrigeratorfreezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a doable garage with
automatic openers...
Just listed...Call Now.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

WILSON
The Wilsea lasurence end
Reel Estee. Agency, Inc., hue
provided ever u enerter of a
century of continuous Service.
If you need an appraisal te
determine She value of your
property or insurance le
protect you Please call We're
sisorliing for your setisfactionl

r171
wi ap
Pr'
pro
l""Y
zimet
.
"
sly'mm
35 eic
iFer"
res
tendeble located in Kirksoy
COM nur*ity.
753-3263 Anytime
"'"

•
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43. Real Estate

GET READY for Spring
in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home with central
gas heat, central air,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
roomy, yet cozy home.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more information.

JOIN THE
GALLERY TEAM
LICENSEE'S ONLY
A growing Real Estate
_firm- opening in
Murray, May 1, 1978.
"Contact Judy Krouse,
3624224 or nights 5278967. John Smith
REALTOR, Gallery of
Roams.

3
te
st

e.
ig
e,
al
DT

of
ly

n.
i3-

IIS

DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARt LOW ON CASHwe'll arrange the terms
on this well maintained
two bedroom brick with
den located go 4ot with
garden ern-just 4
minutes from city
limits. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
NEED
PROPERTY
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need,property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for thtsstr-perrrittted
uses. Call us today
Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1492.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1661

out
ick

m]r-01

/im BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
-s

Professional Services
With The Friend!', Touct,

COMMERCIALLY
ZONED... This lot is.
61' x 320' on South 4th
Street. 50' buildiQ
set-back. No restriction on building width. Only $10,900. Call
Today! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
1
r

Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owningyour own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes omelaintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days,
or 753-7618 nights
ak-

5 SPEED
Available At

(raliarn & Jackson
Downtown Murray

•s,

THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 7539318.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

BY OWNER,Two houses.
One has 3 bedroom,
dining room, double
carport and 10 x 16
utility room, family
room. Other has 3
bedrooms, living room
and kitchen. Located on
Spruce and near Inditstriarcearr Call 7537524.

FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.

BABYSITTING young
children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Experienced. Call 753-5672.

WILL DO BABYSTITING
in my home. Call 753.
2rEt
'9
0884

CHECX-OUT TO MARK-Up WHAT ARE
TODAY'S QUOTATIONS ON CANNED
• SOUPS?1t

1973 YAMAHA MX 360.
Call 436-2400.

In the heart of New Concord is this new listing for
only $10,000.00! Two bedrooms, living room, kitchen, utility room and bath. New carpet and
newly decorated. Lot has highway frontage of
approximately 142 feet. Outside storage and
storm doors and windows complete this beirgain.-Located on Blood River in the Hurley-Riley subdivision we have to offer two waterfront lotS
approximately 140 feet on the water. concrete
boat ramp on property. Priced to sell at
$16,000.00 or would consider trade for other
property.

EM
fiR
Mali EalgItt 753-4010
Sam knt
igh 753-4510-4510
Piiii
n.-MS

data hamar% 753-7471
Lela Reed 753-0006
Pat Armstrong 431-2174
Ray Roberts 4311-5150

753-1651

'Ur on

White's Camper Wee
I =Mires Savey.

51. Services Offered
E CTRIC
WIRING
-flume and industrial, air
'• conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
• Call 474-8841,

LICENSED 'ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning Call 7537203.
ALL-TYPES backhoe and•
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licenseoru-ougn Health
Department. Call Rex
camp, 753-5933.

1968 FORD F-100 pickup
truck, automatic
transmission.
Good
condition. $700. Call 7538452.
1969 ROADRUNNER,red
with black vinyl top, 383
Magnum. Automatic.
Rocket mags. Call
Fairdealing,354-6514.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gutters installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

TRINA'S
ACTION WEAR
Southside Shopping Center
759-4966
Action wear for exercising and
Toga classes.
Conditioning Suits
FREE
20 MILE
111

DELIVERY

753-0984
10% Increase

1969
CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 437-4269.
1974 PIN
.
,0 Runabout.
Excellent shape. 48,000
miles. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive.
1974
AMC Matador
station itagon. Call 7538963.
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic,' power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
, Without jacket. tall 434-2204.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
INCOME TAX SERVICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,
.1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
special - appointments.

siber--11640.-yeersalf"
maelbsd ChM.carpets asWSR
pLd portable
house does all the work
powere
l MriMsl and vacuums
out deep down dirt and
agins•-iwasingleaweep

( YOU SAVE UP TO
$26 110 PER ROOM)

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

i. senoc;s
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Carlip
753-5933.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
54 Fret Column
THREE SMALL 1 year
old dogs, male, black
with white and tan
markings. Will make
nice house pets. Call 7537843.

QUALITY VIM/
Company Inc. Air condition,sales and servy.e. Modern sheet
-metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

IRISH SETTER and Cab
puppies. Call 753-8452,
after 5 p.m.

1 better only $12.001 day

Iliglivasty 94 East
751-0400

Del-Air Decor Store
Bel-Air Owlet 7S3-3642

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS
Noo.-West 3-1
MB ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & Sal. 3-2:30

*House
Calls

•Fiospitol
Calls

*Hair Cuts *Shaves

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Mobile home on two lots. 13' x 80'- furnished. 10'
50' pot& with-wrought iron
- ezcallent
condition. Ideal retirement or vacation home.
Call us today

209 Walnut Street.

this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

Fulton Young Realty

tall

753-7333
Fufton Tsang
7634946

Forest Shoulders
153-3071

FARMS FOR SALE AT

1(OPPE11111111EALTY
youR FARMLAND IlEAMARTVIS
7

11"111111r
1114
•

.71 .

1
14
14411*"%b

COLONIAL CHARM

HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL?

Beautiful colonial 4 bedroom home on 10 acres.
This is country living at its finest. Price of $61,500
includes good stock barn, stable and other outbuildings.

If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us
a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous service
and professional advice at no cost to you. We
have clients waiting to purchase all types of real
estate, so let us match a buyer to your property.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 anytime. We
make buying and selling real estate easy for
you!

43 ACRES
Just listed 48 acres with 30 tillable acres arid over
1000 feet of black top Hwy. frontage. Priced to
,
sell fast - $31,800. Owner saysSELL!

88 ACRE FARM
Excellent producing farm near Kirksey with approximately 70 acres tendable. Entire farm is
fenced with new 5-strand barbed wire. Phone us
today for more information...753-1222.

41 ACRES
Located near Coldwater with approximately 30
tendable acres. All fenced and located on good
1-weather gravel road only La mile off highway
721.

HOUSE AND 20 ACRES
Frame 4-bedroom home on Tucker-Garland
Road near Kirlcsey. Priced at $35,000 and additional acreage available.

3-20-71
Floored end reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also barn style offices, cottages,
mobile home 'tons, ond patios, or U-111111.12, pre cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 s 60. Ivy the best for less.

HOUSE AND 16 ACRES
Three bedroom brick home with fireplace, full
basement & attached garage at ideal location adjoining Murray CoUntry Club just outside city
limits. Don't delay phone us today for more information. House may be purchased without
acreage.

LISTED YESTERDAY
40 Acres with approximately 28 acres tendable.
Approximately 2700 feet of blacktop frontage.
Owner wants quick sale. Make offer!

HOUSE AND 14 ACRES
Home is remodeled with new central heat and air
attached garage and top location only 3 miles
Southwest of Murray. Better act fast! Phone us
today for more information.

112 ACRES
Approximately one-third mile of -frontage on
highway 280 near Panorama Shores. Owner wants offer.

HOUSE AND 40 ACRES
Very good remodeled home with barn, several
outbuildings, ponds and beautiful wooded
hillsides. Get back to the basics of life and enjoy
relaxed,scenic country living. Priced in the 50's.

25 ACRES One-quarter mile of blacktop highway frontage
With several beautiful wooded building sites and
located near Kentucky Lake. Priced at only
$15,000.

HOUSE AND 40 ACRES
••

1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Scirocco. Call after 5
753-0093.
1970 IMPALA, $ 1,000 or
best offer,Call,759-1930.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

INSULATION BLOWN in
• by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates,

48 Automotive Service
CARPET CLEANING at
v:
CA •
reasonable rates. HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
teries,,Willard brand, 2
Prompt and efficient.
3
YetyNuarantee, $20.99;_
Custom Carpet -Carey-- plumbing...jobs done.?
Then call 753-6614.
753-1335.
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaranMOBILE HOME ANWATCH AND CLOCK
tee, $26.36; 5 year
CHORS, underpinning,
repairing. All work
guarantee, $30.94; 5
awnings, carports and
guaranteed. 108 Riviera
year , guarantee,
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Ct. Call 759-1231.
'
maintenance free,
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
- $34.99. Wallin %Hardm. or weekend.
- LICENSED ELECWare,Paris.
TRICIAN prompt ef49. Used Lars & Trucks
WET BASEMENT? We
ficient service. No job
make wet basements
too small. Call Ernest
1 74 AUDI, 2 door,
dry: work completely
White, 753-0605.
automatic, air, AM-FM
guaranteed. Call or
tape deck. $2350. Call
MITCHELL
write Morgan Con753-7699 after 6 p.m.
BLACKTOPPINGstruction Co., Route 2,
sealing, patching
PICKUP
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
1972 LUV
stripping. For free
42001. Phone day or
with tool box. Call 753estimates call 753-1537.
night 442-7026.
1702 after 7 p.m.

1976 GRAND TOIIINO, 4
door, extra sharp, $2800.
1971 Pinto Runabout,
low mileage, excellent
mechanical, $550. Call
753-9773.

Eli

'100" Off

.
1 978 Pep-Ups

The only cure for Cabin Fever
- is the ciutdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Ow
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available..,,

1966 CHEVY. Call 437z°
9505.

A new listing that is nothing but super neat in
every way! Less than two years old is the
aluminum siding, well and pump and large
aluminum storage building. Two nice sized
bedrooms,stone fireplace in living room,located
on one acre of land and priced at only $15,000.00
.
makes this a must for you to see!

SALE:

1978 Trevel
Trailers

Illehmw,
IT. 753411146

RENT RINSENVAC

Ot ere

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

AI Ned Campers $50" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.

1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Priee $550. Call 753-2585.
IHave your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with ow new parts
and accessories!! Complete
line of tune-up parts, lubricants, engine parts, chains k
sprockets, cables, tires & batteries, chrome and more. Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way. Also coming
soon • our new Motorcycle
Service Center"
Metercycle Perh
S*107 S.
Service Cotter
.
.
Cal 759-1919

50. Campers

WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 7536648.

KONOMICALLTeternal;the way
professionals do-al
a fraction of the coat

1978 United Fey,re S,,d[cate

#r4".

1975 CHEVY 34 ton
Suburban.
Scottsdale
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.

412 South 12th St.

WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
.free. estimates _on_
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.

HONDA.
1973
350
Speedometer, 2 side
mirrors, back rest $600
Call 753-7524.

1976 MUSTANG. Excellent condition. Six
cylinder, 27,000 miles.
Air condition. Four
speed. Must sell. Call
753-9906.

ea,
ien
inor.hs,
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all.
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rith
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51 Services Offered

EXECUTIVE HOME IN
GATESBOROUGH Thit
home
has
everything for comfortable, convenient
family living. Many
outstanding features
including heat pump,
large
and
lovely OLDER FRAME house
on large lot in Hazel.
fireplace
in
den,
$4500. Call 492-8352.
spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, ,21'2 _baths..
tastefully decorated BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, formal dining
throughout. We feel this
room, family room,
is the best haute in the
beautiful stone,
mid 50'S on -today's
fireplace in living foom,
market. Let us tell you
central heat and air, city
more about it! Phone
gas. 1800 sq.. ft. Double
Kopperud Realty, 753lot 150 x 100. Asking
1222anytime.
$37,500. Call 437-4169,
4424494. 443-9625.
47 Motorcycles
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51 Services Offered

4ti domes For Sale

43 Real Estate

Just listed small frame house and 40 acres with
approximately 36 acres of good tendable land,
tobacco barn, tobacco base and stock barn,
located Southwest of Murray. Better hurry on
this one! Priced in the low 40's.

We Work In All Kinds Of Weather!

Rich As Country Cream
Tremendous four bedroom tri-level home
overlooking four acres in Southwest area of
county, just listed offering elegance and warmth
and the best of everything; gigantic family room
with fireplace and a full wall of built-in bookcase; gracious living room, formal dining, kitchen with informal dining; 2/
1
2 baths; double carport plus detached garage. Beautifully done
throughout with glass doors to patio area and
fenced back yard. Once you step inside, you'll
never want to leave.

-40 ACRES'
Just listed forty acres with approximately 25
acres tendable and several lovely wooded acres,
tobacco barn, and lots of road frontage. Don't
pass up this opportunity. Priced at $25.000.

EVERYTHING WE TOUCH TURNS 10 SOLD!

Member
Multiple
Listing

® KOPPERUD
REALTY

711 Main

nit

REALTOR'

Ph153-1222

EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS CALL:
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud
Geri Andersen 753-7932
753-1222
IS

Harry Patterson 492-8362
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
-

4.• a: WA.*
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-Deaths and Funerals

House Votes To Stop
Postal Service Cutback

Mrs. Barnett Dies

Mrs. May Broach Is
Dead At Age Of 92
At Hospital With
Wednesday
, Funeral Wednesday Rites
Mrs. May Broach of Murray
_ Mrs. Zettie Dixon Barnett,
former resident of Calloway
County, died Sunday at 6:10
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was 82 years of
age, and a resident of the
Armour Nursing Home,
Paducah.
-The deceased -war born Feb.
13, 1896, in Trigg County and
was the daughter of the late G.
M. Hargrove and Anna
Durham Hargrove. She was a
member of the River City
Baptist Church, Paducah. Her
husband, Oscar Barnett, is
deceased.
Mrs. Barnett is survived by
one step daughter, Mrs. Ruth
Tucker, Detroit, Mich.; two
sons, Troy Dixon, Southgate,
Mich., and Prentice Dixon,
River Rouge, Mich,; one
stepson, Harley Barnett,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Monico Cathers, Benton; two
brothers, Marcus Hargrove,
Garden Grove, Calif., and
Jessie Hargrove, Dover, Tn.;
six grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p.m: at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home,i Paducah, with the Rev.
Clarence Arant officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Hendon Cemetery at Model,
Tn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Final Rites Today
For Mr. Overby
Final rites for Edgar H.
Overby, Murray Route Two,
were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. James Thompson officiating and singers from the
West Murray Church of
Christ, where he was a
'member,'providing the song
service.
Pallbearers were Frank
Shroat, Frank Albert Overby,
Donnie Overby, Kenny
Overby, Bill Overby, and
Truman Smith. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Overby, age 85, died
Friday at 6:50 p.m. at the
Ashtabula Medical Center,
Ashtabula, Ohio. His wife,
Elva, died Feb. 12, 19'14, and
his daughter, Mrs. Carl
(Sharlotte 1 Keller, died Sept.
13, 1976.
He is survived by his son-inlaw, Carl Keller, Ashtabula,
Ohio, and two grandchildren,
Carl Randolph Keller and
Mrs. Penelope Palfy.

East Calloway Fund
Raising Effort Set
A special fund raising event
will be held at the East
Calloway Elementary School
on Friday, March 17.
From 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. chili
will be served. Beginning at
7:00 p.m. a country music
show will be held featuring the
• Country Trend and the
Kentucky Travelers.
This event will be sponsored
by the Parent-Teacher Club of
the school. The public is urged
to attend, a PTC spokesman
said.

Don't Blame Your Age
For Poor Hearing
Chicago, III.--- A free offer of
special interest to those who
-hear hut do not understand
words has been announced by
Beitone. A non -operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be giscn absolutely free to anyone answering I his ads ertisement
,end for this model, put it on
and wear it in the privacy •ol
your ov,n home. While mans..
people,vsoh a hearing loss will
not res.cis c any..significant
benefit from any hearing aid.
this Ires:_model will show you
how ItUS hearing help can be. It
is not a real hearing aid, and
sours to keep, tree. The as
tual aid weighs less than a third
of an ounce. and its all at ear
lesel. in one unit.
These models are tree, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again. we repeat, there is
no ,:ost. and ,xrtainly no obligation.1 housands has calrcady
been mailed, so write today to
Heltonc HeeCleric 5800,
tronks, 4201 W. Victoria SC,
,ChIlcago, Illinois 60646,

Route Four died Monday at
6:40 a. m. at the Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsvilre. She
was 92 years of age and the
wife of Thomas Broach who
died in 1960.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church:Born May 3, 1886, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Wiley Hughes and
Clara Alice Cooper Hughes.
She is survived by several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at ten a. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren' officiating.
Music and song service will be
by members of the Lynn
Grove United . Methodist,
Church. . .
Pallbearers will be Nelson
Waldrop, James Thomas
Starks, Rubin James, Donald
Crawford, Tommy Ivy, and
Ronnie Ivy. Burial will follow
in the Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2:30 p. m.
today (Tuesday).

•
ROTC PROCLAMATIONS — Officials with the city of Murray, Calloway County and Murray State University each
recently proclaimed Army ROTC Week and Army ROTC Day, March 19 through March 25, and March 25 respectively. Prodiaming the week are (from left, sitting) Murray Mayor Melvin Henley, Jennie Morgan, county judge pro
tern, and Murray State University President Constantine Curris. Standing with them are (from left) Cadet LTC Wendell Shelton, ROTC cadet battalion commander, and senior cadet from Paducah, Jennifer Gray, 1978 sweetheart, a
freshman cadet from West Union, Ohio, and LTC Randell G. Routt, chairman, Department of Military Science,
Murray State University.

15-Year-Old

Mrs. Maudie Truett Shot By Police
Dies; Mother Of
In Bus Hijack
Hazel Resident
WALLED LAKE,
Mrs. Maudie Mtrzell Truett,
mother of Mrs. Theresa Gail
Byars of Hazel, died Monday
at the Obion County General
Hospital, Union City, Tn-.
The decased was 64 years
of age and the widow of
Herbert Truett of Hornbeak,
Tn.
Mrs. Truett is survive toy
-three daughters, Mrs. Byars
of Hazel, Mrs. Lola Frances
Vandiver of Samburg, Tn.,
and Mrs. Bonnie Ruth Bills of
Fulton; three sons, W. H., M.
R., and Rogers Truett, all of
Hombeak, Tn.; three sisters,
Mrs. Cora Englehardt and
Mrs. Bertha Tyler of
Caruthers4i11e, Mo., and Mrs.
Lovie Jimenez of Chicago, Ill.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
Coon Wood Baptist Church,
Ridgely, Tn., with burial to
follow in the Terrace Hill
Cemetery in Troy, 1'n. The
Dyersburg Funeral Home is in
charge of the arrangements.

Oak Grove Baptist
Church Will Hold
Revival Services
The Oak Grove Baptist
Church, Route 3,, Puryear,
Tn., will hold revival services
beginning Sunday, March 19,
and continuing through
Saturday, March 25.
The visiting evangelist will
be the Rev. Dr. J. V. Brown,
pastor of Central Baptist
Church, Martin, Tn.
Services will begin at seven
p.m. on Sunday night and at
7:30 each night during the
week, a church spokesman
said.

tailment of operations at post
offices and any planned increase in letter delivery
times.
The Postal Service has been
considering elimination of
Saturday deliveries, but never
formally proposed the idea.
The change was recommended by the Commission on
Postal Sertiee; an independent panel created by
Congress.
Service
Postal
The
estimates the elimination
would save $400 million annually. The service's deficit
last year was1688 million.

House is telling the American
public and the Postal Service
that it will not permit
elimination of Saturday mail
deliveries.
Legislation designed to
prevent the service cutback
passed 371-6 on Monday and
went to the Senate.
The measure would require
postal offieialsto-tell Congress
in advance of any plan to
change the level or type of
service. Either house could
pass a resolution of disapproval within 60 days to block
the plans.
Issues requiring notification

Argentine Prison Riot Today
Leaves 44 Dead, 30 Injured

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina*(AP) — Police said 44 persons
killed today when guards
Mich. were
police crushed a riot at an
and
AP) — A 15-year-old boy who Argentine prison holding
having
was reportedly
many political prisoners.
problems with his girlfriend
Police sources said 30 others
corninandee-red a school- bus
seriously injured, most
were
with-a- shotgun In_a_ Detroit
from burns. The Villa
of
suburb today and was shot and
Devoto . prison, Argentina's
authorities
wounded by police,
largest, is about 10 miles from
said.
center of Buenos Aires.
the
was
name
The youth, whose
y au on les, was
wit e
said to, be among the
undergoing surgery at a
casualties.
hospital in nearby Pontiac and
The outbreak started t
was expected to recover, said
Janet Acker, a spokeswoman
for the White Lake Township
police.
_
Neither the driver nor any of
the five Walled Lake Central
High School students aboard
the bus was injured in the
incident, Miss Acker said.
Members of the St. John's
Police said they had been
tipped by an anonymous caller Baptist Church, located at
about the youth's girlfriend North Second and Pine
problems and the likelihood Streets, Murray, are engaged
that the bus hijacking might in a spe•?ial fund raising drive
occur. They would not com- to help the persons affected by
ment on the nature of the the train explosion and fire at
Waverly, Tn., last month.
problem.
Funds are being collected
. The hijacking took place in
White Lake Township, ad- along with other items of
jacent to Walled Lake, a clothing, etc., to be taken to
suburb 30 miles northwest of Waverly. The drive will
continue in Murray through
Detroit.
Details of the shooting were Sunday. The funds, clothing,
sketchy. Walled Lake Police etc., will be distributed
Chief Wilford Hook said the through the Rev. C. Bryant, P.
shooting took place in the 0. Box 331, phone 296-2285, Mt.
Baptist
Church,
school district garage. Olive
Whether the youth fired at the Waverly, Tn.
Members at St. John's
officers was not immediately
Collecting funds include the
known.
-All 1 know is there was a Rev. C. E. Timberlake, the
problem on the bus. The Rev. William Henry Hornstudents and the driver are all buckle, Henry Greer, Dean
right," said the high school Keys, Althera Parham, Velma
Stubblefield, Frances
principal, Gerald Wallace.
The school has about 1,600 Williams, Florence Hudspeth,
students from Walled Lake Katie Arnold, Mary Jones,
and surrounding rural com- Betty Jones, and Mary Hornbuckle.
munities.

Local Church Now

Taking Donations,
Waverly Residents

about 6:20 a.m. (8:20 a.m.
EST).
Area
residehts
told
reporters they heard shouting
and explosions inside the highwalled facility and then Saw
smoke pour into the sky.
The prison is meant for
about 2,500 inmates but local
human rights groups claim
the population has increased
to between 4,000 and 5,000
sent there since the military
junta seized power in a 1976
coup.
"There
was
pa ndetnoniiun," said one resident
Who didn't want to be identified.
"People - were
screaming inside and there

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by). M.Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Avgs
Airco
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T.& T.
Ford Motor Co
Can. Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
IBM
Pennwalt
QuakerOats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

-3.21
39% +%
26% 44:
4% unc
26% unc
60% -%
44 -%
39% -1%
59 AS
24% -/
1
4
19% +%
24% -%
241% +2%
33% +14
22% unc

were sounds like gunfire."
The independent news
agency Noticias Argentinas
said the rioting started in a
wing housing nonpolitfcal
prisoners.

were reported.
Some areas of light rain persisted- in
northeastern Kentucky today and skies
remained mostly cloudy across northern Kentucky, but some breaks in the
clouds were developing in the south, the
National Weather Service said.
Winds gusting up to 58 mph knocked
down power lines in scattered pails of
Alabama. Heavy rains produced some
flooding in the northern part of the
state.
Fair skies and temperatures in the
70s were predicted through the rest of
the week for Southern California. And
much of the rest- of the state enjoyed
fair, mild weather today.
A winter storm system moved into
southern Illinois. Showers and thunderstorms developed with and ahead of
the system, which produced snow
across the northern portions of the
Midwest and rain down into the
Mississippi valley.

NMI

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOkIN SIMMONS, OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE 153-1586

General Electric
Great Annual

Truckload Sale!
GE QUALITY-BUILT
BIG- CAPACITY 21.7 CU. FT.
SIDE-BY-SIDE NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
6.73 cu. ft, freezer with 3 Ice 'ii.
Easy trays, storage bin. EnergySaver Switch.4 adjustable
shelves. Rolls on wheels.
Automatic lcemaker available
at extra cost.

26% unc
4554 -%
16 -30
41% Ai
3954. -%
24% imc
M unc
46% -4
15% -4‘.
24% Ai
25% -14
27 -%
22% +%
33% -%
36% +44

Regular Price $829.95
" Less "SALE"$1
DISCOUNT

3000

YO
OLI
NL
PY
AY $69995

Model TFF-22DV

Heavy rains accompanied hy -snow
melt were expected to produce local
flooding probelms in the Ohio Valley
and along the Appalachian Mountains.
•
from Georgia to„New York State.
Travel advisories have been issued
for today.across the upper great lakes
where two to four inches of new snow
was expected today.
The snow was expected to travel east,
bringing cold temperatures and some
precipitation to New England and the
mid-Atlantic coast, where the weather
had been fair and mild for several days.
- The Pacific Coast Highway, open for
the first time in two weeks Monday, had
bumper-to-bumper traffic as commuters crawled past work crews clearing up minor mudslides.

Model
DOE 7108P

Model WWA-8420N

GE QUALITY-BUILT 2-SPEED
LARGE-CAPACITY WASHER WITH
EXTRA MINI-BASKET" TUB

Early morning temperatures around
the nation ranged from 73 in Key West,
Fla. to 5 degrees in International Falls,
Minn.

the Senate and sent to the governor.
The bill would vest complete in-'
spection authority with the state
Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection and give the
department the primary responsibility
for the safety of all dams.
•
The Senate passed and sent. to the
House a trill to allow automatic ,
_ deductions of dues paid by state police
officers to the State Police Association,

Also available in Gas
Model DOG 7200N

GE QUALITY-BUILT
AUTOMATIC SENSOR CONTROL
ELECTRIC DRYER
With Permanent-Press/Knit Cycle

Permanent Press & Polyester Knit
Filter-Flo` Wash System

Automatic Sensor Control with
Signal, monitors temperatures,
terminates cycle when clothes are
dry • Up-Front Lint Filter • Porcelain
Enamel Drum • Large Door Port.

Regular Price $409.95
Less "SALE"
DISCOUNT

Regular Price $289.90
Less "SALE" $7000
DISCOUNT

YOU PAY $01 995
ONLY
a 17

YOU PAY
ONLY $219
95

5 Wash'Rinse Temperature
Combinations 4 Cycles. including

ERA Vote..•

(Continued From Page One) House, would have given the fire
to conform. The bill now goes to the
marshal the power to immediately
governor.
shutdown an establishment he conThe Senate passed and sent to the
sidered dangerous. But an amendment
governor a bill to allow workers to be
would require him to give written
paid for chfropratic services under
notice before he could shut down a
workmen's compensation benefits. The
public gathering place.
bill, which had been unsuccessfully
The bill was also amended to exempt
pushed for several sessions, passed 32single-family dvvellings from provifions
1.
.of the state fire code listed in the
State government would have greater
measure, but would alloW local
control over the,gafety of dams located
governments,to require such divellings
in the state under another bill passed by

gederal Savings & Xoa
76 8 Main — 753-7921
.0
"
0

15% +%
13 unc
Prices of dock of loral interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michig,an. Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

Heublein Inc.
McDonalds Corp.
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
Hardees
Georgia Pacific
Pepsico
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Wendys

c13ranch

MURRAY APPLIANCE

High Winds Leave Damage In Western Ky.
By The Associated Press
High winds overnight in western
Kentucky damaged several structures,
including one home, but there were no
injuries, authorities said.
Several persons reported that they
had seen a tornado, said Bob Carrico,
western Kentucky coordinator for the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
Carrico said the wind damage occurred Monday night about 21.2 miles
east of La Center, Ky. in Ballard
County.
Several outbuildings and a barn were
flattened by high winds, and the roof of
a home was damaged, a state police
dispatcher at Mayfield said.
Carrico also said that some street
flooding was reported in -Mayfield
because of heavy rains.
The weather...bureau issued a flash
flood watch for Kentucky for Monday
night and Tuesday, but no severe floods

Murray

Arnenca

Free Delivery
*Service The Same
Day You Call
*90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months To Pay

,

a.

